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LISTEN TO SDM’S ALL-NEW SECURITY TECHPOD
The SDM Editor’s Podcast has a new name: Introducing
SDM’s Security TechPod. Every month, one of SDM’s
editors sit down with security leaders to talk about what’s
going on in the industry. Past topics have included OSDP,
security appliances and how to select them, along with
exclusive interviews with our Integrator of the Year and
Dealer of the Year winners. And, clocking in at 30 minutes
or less, the Security TechPod is a perfect lunchtime listen.
Check out new episodes on our site or via Apple Podcasts.
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ADDRESS TO SDM, P.O. BOX 2146, SKOKIE, IL  60076. EMAIL: SDM@OMEDA.COM FOR SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION OR
SERVICE, PLEASE CONTACT CUSTOMER SERVICE AT:  PHONE: (800) 952-6643 FAX: (847) 763-9538. 
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Editor's ANGLE//

CYBERSECURITY

The Trouble With Cyber

I HAVE BEEN IN THE SECURITY INDUSTRY long enough to see several trends come
(and some go — who remembers barium ferrite cards?). Usually these trends are
positives, no matter how bumpy the ride or how long they take to actually arrive
(analytics, anyone?). But one of the biggest recent technology trends may just have
a bigger downside than an upside.

When I first “returned” to the security industry full time after taking almost a
decade away and freelancing, primarily about access control, one of my first
industry events I attended was PSA TEC in 2015, where Bill Bozeman gathered all
of us security industry journalists in a small conference room to impress upon us the
critical nature of the burgeoning cybersecurity threat to the industry and the lack
of knowledge and preparation on the part of most security integrators.

Karyn Hogson,
Editor of SDM, is
responsible for
the overall
editorial direction
of the magazine.

In the past six years the industry has come a long way in its
understanding of both the threat of cybersecurity and the
opportunity to create services around it. But despite how far we have
come, many experts agree the industry is still behind. Cybersecurity
can be like trying to fix a leaky boat while sailing in deep waters in a
storm — and trying to sell the leak repair kit to others at the same
time.

With data breaches increasing all the time, a worldwide pandemic
that drove many to work from their homes and the rapid technology
advancement that has experts estimating that today’s 39.5 billion IoT
devices will double in the next five years, cybersecurity is an issue that
isn’t going away anytime soon.

In this month’s cover story, Managing Editor Courtney Wolfe takes an
in-depth look at the issue of cybersecurity in the security industry,
from why it is so tricky, to what is being done now, to the outlook for
the future.

While the news is not quite as dire as the recent report about global
warming, it is more critical than ever to be on top of this issue, lest
we get a similar warning someday.

‘Cybersecurity can

be like trying to �x a

leaky boat while

sailing in deep

waters in a storm —

and trying to sell

the leak repair kit to

others at the same

time.’

“Security leaders and associations have been begging physical security

professionals to take cybersecurity seriously for years,” Wolfe writes. “Now, if you

haven’t already started educating yourself on best practices, you need to start no

— before it’s too late.” //
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INSIDER NEWS &
BUSINESS//

VIDEO SURVEILLANCE

The IP Video Camera Turns 25

Much has changed in the industry since Martin Gren of Axis Communications invented the IP video camera
in 1996. In this episode of the all-new SDM Security TechPod, Martin Gren of Axis Communications takes
SDM Staff Editor Amanda Reed back to the late-90s. They discuss the camera's history, how it has
improved and where the technology is headed to celebrate the 25th anniversary of the invention, along
with SDM’s 50th anniversary.

Here is a snippet of the conversation:

SDM: What were your observations in 1996? What were you thinking about, or what were your plans for
moving Axis forward?

GREN: We said to ourselves that all analog markets will be digital one day. And we
said, “Okay, but what’s the purpose of our camera?” And everyone said, “Well, it
must be surveillance.” And I said, “No, no, it’s not surveillance; [if] it’s one frame
every 17 seconds, we’re not going to make it into that industry.” I had a deal with
the board: if we could sell 10,000 cameras for the first two years, we’d create a
division. We surpassed that goal with good margin. So I said, “If we really want to
make this big, we need to invest in our own custom chips, because we need 30
frames per second.” … I convinced my partner at the time that we should invest a
significant portion of the company’s cash into doing the first chipset. So we
created … the ARTPEC One, our compression chip, which made it possible to do
30 frames a second. And once that chip was completed, we managed to launch a
product that was really on par with what the video security industry needed. And
that year, we were growing more than 300 percent thanks to the full frame rate.

Listen to the full podcast online.  — By Amanda Reed, SDM Staff Editor //

GREN

55%

The video surveillance equipment market accounted for

around 55 percent of physical security equipment revenues in

2020.

// SOURCE: “PHYSICAL SECURITY VERTICAL MARKET ASSESSMENT:
FEDERAL, STATE & LOCAL GOVERNMENT” OMDIA FOR THE SECURITY
INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION, AUGUST 2021.

//
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ShotSpotter Responds to VICE Article

ShotSpotter, a gunshot detection solution, responded to allegations that VICE published on July 26, 2021,
stating that ShotSpotter alerts at the request of police departments.

“First, ShotSpotter forensic evidence is 100 percent reliable and based entirely on the facts and science,”
the company said in a published open letter. “ShotSpotter has never altered the information in a court-
admissible detailed forensic report based on fitting a police narrative.”

According to ShotSpotter, the VICE article conflated the two processes the company uses for reviewing
potential gunshot events: the first is the ShotSpotter gunfire alerts, which are real-time notifications that
detect and alert police to a specific gunfire incident; the second is a detailed forensic report prepared as
courtroom evidence and for expert witness testimony.

The company also said the article “falsely twisted” the words
of a ShotSpotter forensic expert to suggest its accuracy rates
are the product of their marketing or sales departments.
According to the company, ShotSpotter’s accuracy rate of 97
percent has been confirmed through an independent audit by
the statistical and economics firm, Edgeworth Analytics. The
97 percent accuracy rate includes a 0.5 percent false positive
rate and any false negatives.

Regarding the forensic report, the company said, “It is a court-admissible analysis of a gunfire incident. Our
expert forensic analysts spend on average eight hours per incident to compile a court-admissible report
using specialized tools that differ from those used for alerts. These reports are 100 percent exact on
rounds fired, timing, sequence, and location of shots fired — something they can testify to in court under
oath.”

ShotSpotter said the detailed forensic report is never altered because it is a completely separate process
from the alerts.

“Forensic analysis may uncover additional information relative to a real-time alert such as more rounds fired
or an updated timing or location upon more thorough investigation by forensic analysis,” the company
continued. “We respond to requests to further investigate an incident for a forensic report only to provide
the facts that we can determine and not to fit a predetermined narrative. This is about being diligent and
providing the appropriate evidence and insights in the evidentiary chain of custody and nothing more. The
idea that ShotSpotter ‘alters’ or ‘fabricates’ evidence in any way is an outrageous lie and would be a
criminal offense. We follow the facts.”

According to the company, it invests a great deal to train police departments on how to use the
technology and how to develop a policy around its use within each department. It also shares best
practices from the 120 cities using ShotSpotter. In addition, ShotSpotter rigorously trains and tests every
individual reviewing real-time gunfire incidents at the company to ensure they perform at a level consistent
with the company’s quality objectives.

“ShotSpotter’s Incident Review Center (IRC) adds an additional step of human review after machine
classification,” a spokesperson for the company said. “The IRC consists of two 24/7 facilities, one in
Newark, Calif., and the other in Washington, D.C. Both are staffed by highly trained reviewers who play
back the audio from multiple sensors, analyze the waveforms and use additional tools to determine if the
sound is a gunshot or a non-gunshot.”

ShotSpotter said the VICE article is “a sad distraction from the issue at hand: addressing gun violence to
keep our communities safe.”

“In recent weeks, shootings have surged in many parts of the country, robbing us of American lives,” the
company said. “ShotSpotter is a tool for helping law enforcement put a stop to this senseless violence and
break the cycle of the normalization of gun violence in our communities. We will not tolerate our company
being maligned and will vigorously defend our work in making communities safer for all.” — By Amanda
Reed, SDM Staff Editor //

Motorola Solutions Files ITC Complaint Against Verkada

Motorola Solutions has filed a complaint with the United States International Trade Commission (ITC)
against enterprise building security start-up Verkada, seeking to prevent the importation and sale of
Verkada products that allegedly infringe on patents by Avigilon, Motorola Solution’s subsidiary.

In the complaint, filed on Aug. 9, Motorola Solutions alleges that Verkada’s Dome Series, Mini Series, Bullet
Series, Fisheye Series and D-Series cameras, along with their related software, infringe on three Avigilon
patents.

According to the complaint, Motorola Solutions
alleges that Verkada has relied on and incorporated
intellectual property owned by Avigilon since its
founding.

“For example, after receiving criticism from the
industry that its systems lacked many of the analytics
features that Avigilon pioneered, including
Appearance Search, Verkada incorporated the same
functionality in its own ‘People Analytics,’” the
complaint reads. “Just like Avigilon’s earlier
developed and patented Appearance Search
technology, Verkada’s allegedly ‘game changing’
People Analytics is ‘built on AI’ and enables users to
search and filter based on several different
appearance attributes, ‘including gender traits,
clothing color, and even a person’s face.’”

IMAGE COURTESY MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS

Additionally, Motorola claims Verkada’s use of a hybrid edge computing architecture that extracts
metadata from video and Verkada’s firmware update functionality take from Avigilon’s innovations.

“At Motorola Solutions, we have invested extensively to deliver cutting edge video security and analytics
solutions to our customers around the world and across industries,” a company spokesperson said when
asked for comment. “On behalf of our customers, shareholders, employees, partners and other
stakeholders, we will continue to defend our intellectual property and investments in innovation.”

In response to the complaint, a Verkada spokesperson said that the company values and respects
intellectual property. However, in this case, Verkada does not believe the lawsuit has merit and the company
“[plans] to vigorously defend our rights and technologies."

“It is not surprising to see this type of litigation, which is commonly faced by many successful technology
companies — particularly those pushing the boundaries of what has historically been offered in a product
category,” the spokesperson said. “Verkada was founded to reimagine our industry and deliver to
customers cutting edge, integrated hardware and software that is easy-to-use and highly scalable. This
fresh take on a traditional space disrupted established players who have not been able to match the same
type of seamless experience that has helped us grow. In the meantime, our focus will continue to be on
serving our customers and designing, building and shipping the market leading and innovative products
that customers love.” — By Amanda Reed, SDM Staff Editor //

Global Video Surveillance Market

//

The size of the thermal body temperature solutions market has rapidly grown to $1.3 billion globally in 2020. However,

without the growth in thermal body temperature solutions, the global video surveillance equipment market declined 3.8

percent globally in 2020.

// SOURCE: OMDIA

Resideo to Pay $55 Million to Settle Class Action Litigation

Resideo Technologies, a provider of security solutions and distributor of commercial and residential
security and audio-visual products, announced that it will settle the pending securities class action litigation
arising from allegations with respect to statements and disclosures made in 2019.

The proposed settlement calls for a payment of $55
million in resolution of claims asserted against
Resideo and all other defendants. Approximately $39
million is expected to be funded with proceeds from
available insurance. Resideo recorded a $16 million
expense in its second quarter 2021 financial results to
account for the portion of the settlement it expects
to fund. Including the impact of the settlement,
Resideo’s GAAP operating profit is expected to be
$121 million for the second quarter of 2021.

The settlement remains subject to final documentation and approval by the court and is subject to the
satisfaction of customary conditions to effectiveness. A final non-appealable closure of the litigation is
expected towards the end of 2021. //

ScanSource Promotes Tony Sorrentino to President, North America; Hires
John DeLozier as President of Intelisys

ScanSource, a global provider of technology products and solutions, has promoted Tony Sorrentino to
president for North America. The company also hired John DeLozier as president of Intelisys, a provider of
technology services and solutions.

In this role, DeLozier will oversee all aspects of the business, including sales, supplier services, operations
and marketing, with a focus on growth and enhancing partner and supplier relationships.

DeLozier has worked with ScanSource for more than
20 years as both a partner and a supplier. DeLozier
will be focused on leading the evolution of the
company’s strategy. In support of this, he will oversee
the development of innovative programs and tools to
allow for enhanced partner insights, cross-sell and
upsell opportunities.

As ScanSource president, Sorrentino will oversee all aspects of the North America hardware business,
including sales, supplier relationships and operations. He will also be instrumental in guiding the continued
alignment of the ScanSource hardware and POS Portal businesses. Sorrentino will continue to drive the
company’s strategy of enabling partners to add cloud, connectivity and SaaS solutions as they move to a
recurring revenue business practice.

Prior to his new role, Sorrentino served as president, North America sales, where he was responsible for
the sales strategy of ScanSource’s North American specialty business. He has also served in other strategic
leadership roles at ScanSource, including co-president, U.S. and Canada; co-president, Worldwide Barcode,
Networking and Security; and president and vice president of sales for ScanSource Networking and
Security. In these roles, he provided strategic vision and leadership, while building and executing on
growth initiatives and partner opportunities. Most recently, DeLozier served as senior vice president, global
channel sales.

DeLozier succeeds Mark Morgan, who has been named president of global business strategy for
ScanSource. //

SIA Announces 2021 SIA Women in Security Forum Scholarship Winners

The Security Industry Association (SIA) has named six recipients for the 2021 SIA Women in Security
Forum Scholarship — a program developed by the SIA Women in Security Forum to further educational
opportunities and promote advancement for the widest spectrum of people possible in the security
industry.

In the 2021 scholarship program — open to employees
of SIA member companies and SIA student members
— each honoree will be awarded $10,000 to use toward
continuing education and professional development
courses, conferences or webinars, SIA program
offerings, repayment of student loan debt and/or other
education or academic pursuits.

“Through efforts like the SIA Women in Security Forum
and this unique scholarship program, SIA is proud to
help cultivate a diverse workforce and empower
students and professionals to thrive in the security
industry,” said SIA CEO Don Erickson. “We
congratulate the 2021 recipients of the SIA Women in
Security Forum Scholarship and look forward to
supporting their future successes in the industry.”

The winners for the 2021 SIA Women in Security Forum Scholarship are:

Carrie Caldwell, technical trainer, Axis Communications.

Melanie Goldberg, senior intelligence analyst, Global Rescue.

Samantha Hubner, student, Tufts University.

Elizabeth Kropp, marketing and sales intern, SAGE Integration.

Tiffany Rojas, human resource business partner, Stanley Security.

Jaya Singh, student, University of Leicester.

The 2021 SIA Women in Security Forum Scholarship honorees were selected with the help of SIA’s Women
in Security Forum Scholarship Subcommittee: Subcommittee Chair Martha Entwistle, communications
manager, Eagle Eye Networks; Rebecca Bayne, president, Bayne Consulting & Search Inc.; Kevin Friedman,
president, Maize Marketing; Dhira Gregory, director of marketing and communications, National Capital
Region Security Forum; Cameron Javdani, president, SoundSecure; Min Kyriannis, CEO and co-founder,
Amyna Systems Inc.; Andrew Lanning, co-founder, Integrated Security Technologies; Stephanie Mayes, vice
president, Americas sales, Synectics; and Elaine Palome, director of human resources, Americas, Axis
Communications.

“This year’s class of scholarship awardees is an inspiring, accomplished group of security industry
professionals and students, and the SIA Women in Security Forum is thrilled to help each honoree reach
their education and professional development goals through this program,” said SIA Women in Security
Forum Chair Kasia Hanson. “We also thank the scholarship committee and its leadership — including Chair
Martha Entwistle — for their dedication to the SIA Women in Security Forum Scholarship program and
their diligent work in evaluating the 2021 scholarship applications.” //

Interface has appointed Bud Homeyer as its new executive vice president of
enterprise solutions. In his new position, Homeyer will be responsible for creating
solutions for multi-location, consumer-facing enterprises that improve operations
and ensure customer satisfaction. He will spearhead Interface’s efforts to help
customers embrace new technologies while minimizing risks.

HOMEYER

BCDVideo announced it has hired Fredy Issa as managing director of the Middle
East, Russia, Africa and Turkey (MERAT) region. He will continue to expand growth
ambitions for BCD in the region. Additionally, the company hired Rami Fakhreddine
as regional sales manager for Qatar and the Gulf States; Gurhan Yildiz, regional
sales manager for Turkey and CIS; Wael Noureddine, regional sales director for
Saudi Arabia; and Hassan Makki, regional sales manager for the United Arab
Emirates.

ISSA

SALTO Systems North America has appointed Scott Ziebell as regional sales
manager for the Plain States region. Based in Kansas, Ziebell oversees sales activity
and territory growth in Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska, Iowa, South Dakota, North
Dakota, Minnesota and Western Wisconsin. He reports to SALTO Senior Regional
Sales Manager Joe Buist.

ZIEBELL

Want the latest security news?
Check out the SDM Newswire
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Security & THE LAW//

ALARM MONITORING SERVICES

Does an Alarm Company Need Consent to Use

Autodialer Under TCPA?

THE PLAINTIFF BROUGHT AN ACTION on behalf of himself and all others similarly
situated against the defendant under the Telephone Consumer Protection Act
(TCPA) seeking class-wide relief. The TCPA prohibits calls to cellular telephone
numbers using an automatic telephone dialing system (ATDS) and/or artificial or
prerecorded voice in most circumstances without the called party’s prior express
consent. The plaintiff alleged the defendant violated the TCPA by making non-
emergency calls to him and members of the proposed class using ATDS without
their prior express consent.

Lessing E. Gold,
Contributing Legal
Columnist, of
Mitchell,
Silberberg &
Knupp is counsel
to the California
Alarm Association.

The defendant, which provides burglar and fire alarm monitoring services to
businesses throughout the United States, uses an ATDS to call telephone numbers
stored in its system to notify a customer when the defendant receives a signal from
that customer’s alarm. The plaintiff claimed that the defendant used telephone
numbers of people who had not given their express written consent to be called or
who had withdrawn their consent, further claiming that the defendant has called
him and other proposed class members numerous times without their prior express
written consent.

The plaintiff alleged that he and the members of the proposed class
were entitled to damages for each call the defendant has made to
their cell phone numbers using an ATDS in violation of the TCPA. The
TCPA defines an ATDS as equipment which has the capacity: (A) to
store or produce telephone numbers to be called, using a random or
sequential number generator; and (B) to dial such numbers.

The Supreme Court has held that the capacity to use a random or
sequential number generator to either store or produce numbers is a
“necessary feature” of an ATDS under the TCOA, and therefore a
device is not an ATDS if it simply stores and dials numbers without
using a number generator. The court determined that the most
reasonable interpretation of the TCOA’s ATDS definition is that the
clause “using a random or sequential number generator” modifies
both verbs in the statutory definition, “store” and “produce.” The
statutory context confirmed this reading, according to the court,
because the broader interpretation — i.e., that the clause “using a
random or sequential number generator” applied only to “produce”
— would mean that the TCPA prohibits the use of equipment with the
capacity to store and dial numbers, and therefore “capture virtually
all modern cell phones.”

The court observed that expanding the definition of an autodialer to
encompass any equipment that merely stores and dials telephone
numbers would take a chainsaw to the nuanced problems of
robocalling when Congress meant to use a scalpel.

The defendant also argued that even if it did use an ATDS to call the
plaintiff, those calls are exempt from the TCPA’s prohibition on using
an ATDS under the “emergency purposes” exception, defining
emergency purposes under the TCPA to mean “calls made necessary
in any situation affecting the health and safety of consumers.”

‘The court observed

that expanding the

de�nition of an

autodialer to

encompass any

equipment that

merely stores and

dials telephone

numbers would take

a chainsaw to the

nuanced problems

of robocalling when

Congress meant to

use a scalpel.’

The court found that, among other things, the plaintiff had not alleged sufficient
facts to support a reasonable inference that the defendant used an ATDS to place
the calls at issue. It was not necessary to reach the issue as to whether these calls
qualify for the “emergency purposes” exception, and the defendant’s motion to
dismiss was granted and the plaintiff’s complaint was dismissed in its entirety. //
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Marketing MADMEN//

SALES LEADS

Technology Partners: An Untapped Resource for

Leads

WHAT CAN YOU LEARN IN 13 MINUTES? In this short video, David Morgan, co-
founder of SD Marketing, provides a step-by-step guide on how to leverage
technology partners as a source of leads using low-cost, high-yield, tested
techniques.

David Morgan and
Alex Chavez are
co-founders of
Security Dealer
Marketing, a full-
service marketing
agency for the
security industry,
servicing dealers,
integrators,
manufacturers and
other industry
professionals. Visit
Security Dealer
Marketing at 
www.sdmktg.com.
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Integration SPOTLIGHT//

MANAGED SERVICES

RMR & The Integrator: A Tale of Managed Services

FOR A LONG TIME in the physical security industry, there were two camps: the
alarm company — based on RMR, and the integrator — based on large onsite
systems. Times have changed. As DIY and tech giants march into the alarm
company’s domain, the security integrator is being pulled into the security-as-a-
service industry. With this comes recurring monthly revenue, which is not a total
stranger to the integrator, but is starting to take more of their attention. Here is
what you, the integrator, need to know.

RMR Is Not a Dirty Phrase
About 10-20 years ago, RMR would instantly generate images of monitoring
accounts by the thousands, as accounts were bought and sold as commodities by
the big companies and hoarded by the smaller companies until retirement.

As the COO of
Engineered
Security, Ken
Whelan leads the
team to provide
top-notch client
relations and
operational
support in all
branches of the
business. He is
personally
responsible for
the creation of
EngSec’s Central
Station, the UL
Certified hub for
security
monitoring.

Today, RMR includes monitoring, hosting, maintaining, managing and even leasing.
Large systems need RMR in so many ways to provide end users with the support
they want and need.

Installations = capital expense; RMR = operating expense.

Software-as-a-service has opened the door for many industries to provide “aaS”
models to customers. The jagged ups and downs of large purchases every few
years have become dinosaur-level outdated, while flat costs that cover 100 percent
of services are in vogue.

Now that basic software subscriptions are considered the norm, new
major operating system updates are no longer a time to sweat. Faith
in value of the money spent year-over-year means the provider will
manage everything on the backend, though the process looks
seamless to its users. The days of large bills for software upgrades,
costs for staff training and conversion labor or hidden costs for
down time are gone.

Ed Muller, a member of the PSA Security Network’s emerging
technologies committee and director of deployment for Engineered
Security, said, “Most new technologies are using recurring cloud
services, which gives us the ability to do some diagnostic tests prior
to arriving on-site to reduce the cost of on-site services.”

The days of “install-it-and-forget-it” are a thing of the past, as is
showing up to a service call blindly with limited to no background
information.

‘The jagged ups and

downs of large

purchases every

few years have

become dinosaur-

level outdated,

while �at costs that

cover 100 percent of

services are in

vogue.’

RMR Vocabulary
Off-site services:
Monitoring: Active 24/7 monitoring for alarms including intrusion, fire, environmental, power and IT
resources. This can include video monitoring and verification.

Hosted: The software is not local to the customer site, but in the cloud. This saves the customer from
hidden costs of running an extra machine while providing backups and updates.

Managed: The customer does not have to log into the system. The integrator administrates all
additions, removals, reports and other items for the client.

Answering: Emergency and elevator phone answering service, similar to alarm monitoring.

On-site Services:
Test & inspection: Required for fire alarm systems, a visual and functionality test that reports what
needs to be addressed on quote or time and materials basis to the end user.

Preventative maintenance: Test & inspection that includes cleaning, tightening and other minor work
to keep the system from having issues in the future. Any major fixes, repairs or replacements to be
addressed on quote or time and materials basis.

Full maintenance: All major fixes, repairs or replacements are covered (unless otherwise spelled out, i.e.,
misuse, intentional damage, etc.)

Response time: Usually an additional monthly charge to guarantee a certain on-site response.

RMR Is an Enhancement — Not a Replacement
Large custom integrated systems are not going away. They are evolving to utilize
the RMR tools to enhance the end user experience. Gone are the days of
considering only the integrator when there is a big project or a problem to fix.
Now, the integrator is a constant part of the team — without having to park
someone at a site full time. Perhaps without realizing it, the end user is provided
with an entire team dedicated to minimizing their problems and allowing
customers to focus on moving forward with their own company goals.

“Giving our customers the ability to manage access control and CCTV costs as a
monthly number has allowed us to build better relationships and allows them to
plan for future upgrades,” explained Shawn Bauer, director of the security
operations center (SOC) at Engineered Security.

As for smaller systems, end users do not have to skimp on services to reserve funds
for larger installations. For a smaller operating expense, they receive the same
support team as the larger end users at a price that is scaled towards the amount
of equipment they have. Bauer continues, “By allowing us to handle our customers’
building security, they can focus on the other pressing company needs.”

No matter the size of the system, no end user goes unnoticed — there’s an RMR
model for everyone. //
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The Security Industry’s

CYBER
PROBLEM

When deploying IP security systems on an IT network, there are precautions that need to be taken, explains Michael

Ruddo of Integrated Security Technologies.
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There was once a time when physical security professionals didn’t have to consider
cyber vulnerabilities. Now, cybersecurity should be top-of-mind for everyone in the
supply chain.

BY COURTNEY WOLFE, SDM Managing Editor

F
ifteen years ago, cybersecurity wasn’t much of a thought for many in the physical security industry.
Security systems were relatively simple — the integrator installed them as quickly as possible and
moved onto the next job. But now that security technologies are advancing and everything is

connected, cybersecurity should be a consideration for everyone.

“Cybersecurity and physical security are intrinsically connected,” says Jon Williamson, director, cyber
experience, global product security, Johnson Controls, Milwaukee. “The convergence has been happening
for years, and failure within one area can impact the other. Now more than ever the world is experiencing
security threats both cyber and physical, which have been exacerbated by the current world pandemic.”

According to the FBI’s 2020 Internet Crime Report, their Internet Crime Complaint Center received a
record number of complaints of breaches in 2020 — nearly 800,000, with reported losses in excess of $4.1
billion. This is nearly double the average number of reports the center receives in a year.

“The question isn’t if cybersecurity will impact your
business,” says Josh Cummings, vice president of
technology at VTI Security, Burnsville, Minn. “The
question is when cybersecurity will impact your
business, and will you be ready for it? Cybersecurity
and physical security will continue to move closer
together until you cannot distinguish them — similar
to how IP and physical security are now intertwined.”

The U.S. Cybersecurity & Infrastructure Security
Agency released a report on the convergence of
cyber and physical security this year that pointed to
the growing risk physical security products pose. The
report reads, “The adoption and integration of IoT
and industrial IoT devices have led to an increasingly
interconnected mesh of cyber-physical systems,
which expands the attack surface and blurs the once
clear functions of cybersecurity and physical security.
Meanwhile, efforts to build cyber resilience and
accelerate the adoption of advanced technologies
can also introduce or exacerbate security risks in this
evolving threat landscape.”

It only takes one weak link in the network for a

cybercriminal to gain access.
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It’s important to remember that physical security devices are network devices and must be protected like
any other network device, says Wayne Dorris, business development manager, cybersecurity, Axis
Communications, Chelmsford, Mass.

“Many times cybersecurity for physical devices is overlooked by the end customer internally, often due to
organizational or ownership issues between physical security and IT security,” Dorris explains. “Additionally,
from an external standpoint, integrators are sometimes not comfortable bringing up this subject due to
lack of expertise in this area. In short, the physical security industry needs to better train the channel on
cybersecurity in order to engage in these crucial discussions, which are necessary to put cybersecurity
protections in place before an incident occurs.”

Training and education on cyber issues has improved recently, says Mathieu Chevalier, lead security
architect at Genetec, Montreal — but it’s still far from enough.

“The industry has improved if we compare the current state [to] where it was five years ago,” Chevalier
says. “However, the industry is still lagging far behind in terms of cyber compared to other high-tech
industries. From an outsider’s point of view, the physical security industry might be perceived as shockingly
immature in that respect.”

The past year, especially, has done a great deal to raise awareness of cyber risks, Dorris adds. “Several
significant events have raised awareness and changed behaviors around cybersecurity. First, COVID-19
forced customers to change the way they remotely manage the protection of their facilities. Also, several
front page news stories about major cyber breaches have encouraged everyone to reevaluate their security
supply chain. Finally, enforcement of laws, like Section 889 of the National Defense Authorization Act
(NDAA), has brought to light the importance of how and where products are manufactured and
produced.”

What’s the Problem?
Why exactly is the physical security industry struggling so hard with cybersecurity? There are a few
reasons, but the core of many of them is the separation of IT and security.

“Physical security devices are network devices and thus must be protected like any other network device,”
Dorris says.

When deploying IP security systems on an IT network, there are precautions that need to be taken,
explains Michael Ruddo, chief strategy officer of Integrated Security Technologies in Herndon, Va., featured
on this month’s cover.

“Today’s physical security systems are connected to an IT network, making cybersecurity a foundational
element of any on-site security protocol,” Ruddo says. “There are specific ways to deploy IP security
systems on an IT network, and it has to be done within the security protocols of the IT network itself. At
the same time, businesses need to harden their hardware security to maintain the security system’s
integrity.”

When not deployed properly, security systems can be a dangerous gateway into a company’s network, as
hackers only need a single access point to instigate a cybersecurity incident.

“Currently a majority of physical security devices are considered edge devices,” says David Brent, senior
cyber and data security technical trainer, Bosch Security and Safety Systems, Fairport, N.Y. “In a majority
of cases, security devices are based on an open Linux Kernel and are typically an afterthought by some IT
departments. The current estimated number of IoT devices on the web is estimated at 39.5 billion and is
expected to double in the next five years.”

As the number of IoT, or edge devices, increases, so will the attacks on those devices, Brent says. And while
video is often seen as the biggest cyber risk in the physical security system, it’s not the only risk.

“We’ve heard a lot about video cameras being an entry point
for potential hackers, but other IoT devices such as access
control devices and other sensors can also present the same
level of risk,” Chevalier says. “Access control systems must
have a strong cyber defense or companies could be opening
themselves up to increased cyber risk — and more
worryingly, to actual physical threats of doors being opened
or locked without their permission.”
This is why it’s important to look at the whole security
system when considering cyber risks.

“Misconfiguration and not designing the installation as a
whole system for protection against attack are a few
challenges faced by the industry,” Williamson says.

“While a datasheet could list some important safeguards,
such as encryption, those alone may be insufficient without
proper application. Integrators must deploy according to
hardening guide recommendations to only enable the
functions and network ports that are required.”

Cybercrime surged during the pandemic.
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The Impact of Recent Cyber Breaches
Cyber-attacks are a very real and dangerous threat to physical security systems. And as many
employees moved to a remote work environment, and others were made desperate for cash after mass
layoffs, the last year presented even more of a threat than usual.

“The global pandemic and unrest have seemingly emboldened cybercriminals, and we have seen a
definitive uptick in major newsworthy cybersecurity breaches and ransomware attacks that have
severe societal and business impacts,” says SIA’s Don Erickson. “While the root causes of these
incidents have seldom been traced back to physical security, the increased attention should be a
catalyst for the industry to up our game on cybersecurity issues.”

Josh Cummings of VTI Security, a member of PSA’s Cybersecurity Committee, says that the past year
revealed the cyber gaps in the physical security industry.

“[These breaches] exposed our industry’s slow adoption of cybersecurity,” Cummings says. “In reality, if
companies like Solarwinds, LinkedIn and Microsoft are getting hacked, it reiterates that everyone is
vulnerable. There isn’t a switch we can flip to make our system cyber-secure. It comes down to process,
procedure and configuration on an ongoing basis to consistently protect our solutions to the best of
our ability.”

Even though the above mentioned breaches were not caused by physical security system
vulnerabilities, they have fueled an increase in concerned customers for physical security professionals.

“With the rise of cyberattacks the number of issues that our incident response team has had to
investigate has also increased,” says Johnson Controls’ Jon Williamson. “These can be general issues
that arise from wide sweeping attacks and vulnerabilities, such as the Solarwinds attack that impacted
multiple industries, or issues reported by the customer themselves.”

The attacks made on security systems of course raise the most questions, though.

“Every time a security system hack hits the news, we are inundated with questions from concerned
clients wanting to know if the incident will impact them,” says IST’s Michael Ruddo. “Fortunately,
because we harden their devices per the company’s network security protocols, they remain
protected.”

Mathieu Chevalier of Genetec says that the Mirai botnet attack that took down much of America’s
internet in 2016 was the first of these public breaches that caused people to take the cybersecurity of
their physical security systems more seriously.

“One of the most impactful camera hackings was the one related to the Mirai botnet hack back in
2016,” he says. “In retrospect, this seems to have served as a wakeup call for a lot of customers.
Starting from there we saw a lot more interest in the need for cybersecurity. Following that event, we
also started to see customers asking questions about our secure development practices, cyber
certifications and so on.”

Just this year, Verkada, a cloud-managed and edge-based enterprise security software company, was
victim to a data breach that allowed an international group of hackers to gain access to 150,000

security cameras.

“I think most of us can agree that the physical security industry needs to take cybersecurity more
seriously,” says Salient’s Sanjay Challa. “The topic has risen to some prominence of late with headline
news on Verkada’s admin credentials getting leaked, allowing attackers access to live and previously
recorded video across Verkada’s client base.”

Due to the attention they bring to the issue of cybersecurity, these breaches can be seen as a sort of
positive for the industry.

Wayne Dorris says that Axis saw a huge uptick in Vendor Risk Management Surveys from customers
due to the breaches, which revealed much more meaningful, in-depth details on the cybersecurity
posture of the organizations they are doing business with. Plus, he says that evaluations of customer
supply chains went beyond products and deeper into production processes and software development
practices, as well as determining where components are purchased and other supply chain risks.

“Recent hacking incidents made many customers reevaluate their camera systems and consider them
more private and sensitive in nature,” Dorris says. “Many times people think of cameras as a device that
just looks at parking lots and lobbies, so what’s the big deal? However, when one of their cameras is
exposed or becomes available on the internet, then the story changes.”

Considering cyber risks is especially important due to the nature of IP cameras, according to David
Brent of Bosch.

“[These breaches] made customers more aware that they are hanging devices on their network that
need to have a vulnerability scan performed,” Brent says. “There is no anti-virus software for IP
cameras. They are starting to realize that devices may need to be locked down based on network
specifications.”

And all of these realizations mean a boost in business for security professionals ready to assist.

“In the big corporate world, a lot of companies were very big on keeping cameras until they broke
instead of looking at it as a life cycle where every year certain cameras need to be replaced,” says
Aaron Saks of Hanwha. “So the perception has changed of what that life cycle is, and some people are
now looking at other types of business models where products are leased, or a service with RMR
instead of buying everything outright, so if tomorrow there’s a problem we can rip it out and not lose
a ton of expenses.”

Hardening guides offered by manufacturers aren’t always enough either, though. Physical security
professionals should take it upon themselves to become proficient in cybersecurity.

“[There needs to be] better cybersecurity education and awareness throughout the entire industry,” Dorris
says. “Most people are aware of cybersecurity but uncomfortable talking about it in depth — some people
lack training on basic cybersecurity hygiene methods. Regardless of whether or not the devices are
properly configured and protected on the network, if a person is unfamiliar with the basics and
unknowingly clicks on the wrong link in an email, it can defeat all of the protection put in place. Investment
in training the ‘human firewall’ on good cybersecurity practices is paramount in keeping businesses safe
from cyberattacks.”

Aaron Saks, product and technical manager at Hanwha Techwin America, Teaneck, N.J., points to two other
obstacles to becoming cyber-secure: the cost of more advanced, cyber-secure solutions, and the mindset
of security systems being made up of different, separate pieces, rather than a comprehensive solution. And
things become even more complicated with the number of vendors often involved in a single installation.

“Often you don’t just have a single vendor doing everything, so you might have an access control platform,
VMS, all these different parts and pieces, and they may be talking to each other, but you have to make sure
that connection is secure,” Saks says. “We’ve seen this with a lot of the different data breaches over the
years — people leaving things open to make connections to different systems. And leaving firewall doors
open — those can really affect a lot.”

Don Erickson, CEO of the Security Industry Association (SIA), Silver Spring, Md., also points to the supply
chain as a major challenge.

“There is complexity involved throughout the security value
chain — very few manufacturers are the original equipment
manufacturers of all of the components of their products, so
they must ensure the cyber hygiene of all hardware and
software components,” Erickson says. “Integrators must
ensure that the products within their solutions portfolios are
cyber-hardened and configured in deployment environments
correctly. End user environments add additional complexity
as physical security systems interface with other equipment
and systems and day-to-day operator risk is introduced to
the system. Coordinating and agreeing on cybersecurity
responsibilities throughout the value chain can be
challenging.”

The plethora of outdated legacy equipment still in use
certainly doesn’t help prevent cyber-attacks, either.

Savvy integrators can turn the challenge of

cybersecurity into an opportunity by offering

cyber services for their customers.
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“If you utilize shodan.io, you will see there are thousands of older devices on the internet, all with active
vulnerabilities that can be accessed easily,” Brent says. “It’s like putting a Windows 98SE2 machine on your
network. All of these devices can be turned into bots or used for lateral movement. Customers need to
start replacing older devices, as a system is only as strong as its weakest link. One of the most valuable
targets to any hacker is just a platform that has bandwidth, and there are a lot of them out there.”

What’s the Solution?
Different members of the supply chain can point fingers at who they believe is truly ‘responsible’ for
cybersecurity, but if the industry wants to solve its cyber problem, there will have to be action from
everyone.

“While there has been some shift in perception, there needs to be more action,” says Sanjay Challa, chief
product officer at Salient Systems, Austin, Texas. “Bid specifications need more thorough cybersecurity
components. End users and integrators need to not just insist on products that have proper cybersecurity
capabilities, but actually take the time to install, configure and use those capabilities.”

Communication amongst different departments is also essential.

“Decision makers must look at the entire picture across the organization to be successful,” says Greg
Gatzke, president, ZAG Technical Services, an IT consulting firm and managed services provider in San
Jose, Calif., “Operating in silos can be detrimental to an organization, so there has to be a focused effort to
make sure IT professionals are involved when physical security investments are being made to make sure
the network is protected.”

It is absolutely crucial to understand that cybersecurity is a shared responsibility, says Genetec’s Chevalier.

“All parties involved in the system development, implementation and operation have a critical role to play,”
he explains. “It is important that manufacturers, integrators and end users embrace this fact and work
together to address this risk. Given the nature of the technology used to implement physical security
systems today, and the fact that these systems are more connected now than ever to achieve various
business goals, it is imperative for physical security professionals to partner with IT/InfoSec experts. In this
way they can work to ensure the technology used to implement the physical security system is designed
and developed by a manufacturer that leverages cybersecurity best practices in making products and that
the system is implemented according to those best practices and proper cyber hygiene.”

10 Best Practices for Cyber Resilience
More and more, end users are coming to physical security systems integrators with questions and
concerns surrounding cybersecurity. Avoid feeling tongue tied by becoming familiar with cybersecurity
best practices, and how to ensure the physical security systems you deploy are secure. Here are 10
steps to start with on your journey to becoming cyber-proficient.

�� Conduct a thorough risk assessment — Knowing what cyber risks are out there, and how they
might impact your environment are the first steps in understanding how to best protect your
organization. This can range from identifying gaps in your perimeter security to defining IT
best practices and cyber hygiene for your business applications and physical security systems.
You can then build a detailed cybersecurity strategy with targeted measures that minimize the
likelihood of a breach.

�� Reduce human error with clear IT policies — Educating your people on IT policies must also
be factored into your cybersecurity strategy. This can start with teaching employees simple
tips on how to create strong passwords and how to identify phishing scams in emails.

�� Change device passwords — If you haven’t already updated the default passwords on your
security cameras or access control devices, start there. Most default manufacturer passwords
on security devices become commonly known, which puts your organization in a vulnerable
position. Schedule regular updates for your device passwords to ensure ongoing protection.

�� Prioritize software and firmware updates — Many software and firmware updates come with
the latest fixes for known vulnerabilities. The longer you delay these updates, the more at risk
your organization is. That’s why it’s important to handle your physical security system and
device updates with urgency.

�� Choose technologies with built-in defenses — Having multiple layers of defense built into your
physical security solutions is critical. For instance, encryption helps you hide and protect data
from unauthorized users and secures the communication between clients and servers.
Authentication is another tool that determines if an entity is who it claims to be and verifies if
and how that entity should access your system.

�� Use strong authorization and privacy methods — While encryption and authentication are
great tools for protecting data, they cannot stop unauthorized access to a network. By using
authorization capabilities, you can restrict the scope of activity within your systems by giving
specific access rights to groups or individuals for resources, data or applications. You can also
blur out people in a video frame to protect their privacy and identity.

�� Stay compliant with new legislation — As cybercrime escalates, new privacy and data laws are
evolving to keep businesses accountable. For example, how you manage and store captured
video and data from your physical security systems must comply with new mandates such as
the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). Staying informed about these new laws can
not only help you strengthen cyber resiliency but also avoid the costly penalties for non-
compliance should a breach occur.

�� Consider the benefits of cyber insurance — Cybercriminals are getting savvier by the minute.
Even when you do everything right, your organization may still be at risk. Cyber insurance
gives you financial support to remediate and recover in the event of a breach.

�� Re-evaluate your risks and policies on a regular basis — Cyber threats are constantly evolving.
What works for you today might not work for your tomorrow. Taking time to re-assess your
risks and policies, including those that pertain to the security of your video and access control
systems, is needed to stay protected in the long run. You can also conduct regular penetration
testing on your systems and strategies to identify opportunities for improvement.

��� Get involved in the discussion on cybersecurity — Relying on integrators or other service
providers to deploy effective security practices is not enough. And sometimes, IT is too busy to
help. Security professionals who become more involved in creating and deploying
cybersecurity practices are usually in a better position to help mitigate risks. — By Mathieu
Chevalier, Genetec

David Lathrop, vice president, utility strategic business unit, Unlimited Technology, Chester Springs, Pa.,
recommends automated risk detection tools in order to stop hackers in their tracks.

“The cybersecurity industry requires constant attention and adaptation to stay ahead of evolving threats,”
Lathrop says. “A healthy and robust cybersecurity profile includes constant monitoring of external and
internal attacks as well as a health-based monitoring platform. In today’s rapidly changing cybersecurity
world, successful programs start with proactive automation tools. Proactive automation is a must-have due
to the growing sophistication and sheer number of machine-on-machine attacks that we faced in 2020.”

Security integrators should consider offering cyber services to ensure the long-term safety of their
solutions.

“The security industry needs to help companies achieve holistic security, including in digital spaces,” Ruddo
says. “IT staff augmentation, managed services, digital hygiene best practice training and security system
installs with a defensive posture in mind are key to achieving better outcomes for clients. … Developers are
beginning to distribute hardening guides that empower dealers to install physical security systems that are
cyber secure. At the same time, dealers and integrators need to follow these guidelines while equipping
businesses to enact long-term cybersecurity best practices.”

Along with offering these services, integrators should put forth the effort to educate end users on why
cyber hygiene is so important, says Dean Drako, founder and CEO of Eagle Eye Networks, Austin, Texas.

“Cybersecurity and physical security are intrinsically connected.”

— JON WILLIAMSON, Johnson Controls

“It’s awareness, training, vendor selection and then installation,” Drako explains. “And there’s the education
of the customer, or collaboration with the customer if they’re very cyber-aware. But sometimes they aren’t
so aware, and then we have to take ownership and be responsible.”

To aid in education, SIA has created a Cybersecurity Advisory Board that provides guidance for
cybersecurity strategies and solutions. “This leadership enables SIA to prepare industry stakeholders for
challenges related to the wider adoption of the Internet of Things and the use of secured networked
devices for security,” Erickson says.

In addition, SIA’s Membership Code of Ethics states that SIA member organizations and their employees
must monitor and mitigate risks as much as reasonably possible, which includes securing and hardening
networked solutions against cyber threats in accordance with industry best practices.

And in partnership with PSA Security Network and Security Specifiers, SIA recently developed the
Security Industry Cybersecurity Certification (SICC) for physical security professionals. “We believe [the
SICC] could become the gold standard for our industry,” says Ric McCullough, president of PSA Security,
Denver.

“This program and certification process has been released and is ready for consumption.”
PSA also has its own cybersecurity committee, and has been preaching the importance of cybersecurity
and cyber services for the past decade.

These industry associations will be especially useful in helping security integrators navigate future laws that
might go into effect regarding cybersecurity.

U.S. President Joe Biden issued an executive order on
improving the nation’s cybersecurity in May of 2021 —
though it’s unclear what sort of impact it will have,
since every president since Bill Clinton has issued a
similar order. Core tenets of the order include
applying the latest data encryption standards and
bringing uniformity to cybersecurity standards.

“Cybersecurity will continue to be an ongoing
challenge,” says Chris Peckham, chief operating
officer,  Ollivier Corp., Los Angeles, and member of
PSA’s Cybersecurity Committee. “Technical
requirements are being issued in some areas by
federal and state governments, and those will extend
into commercial markets in the future. IoT regulations
will impact the industry as well. Awareness and
training are very important as solutions are
developed and implemented.”

Public camera breaches have had a surprisingly

positive effect on the industry, bringing awareness to

the issue of cybersecurity.
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Before the government takes matters into their own hands, it would be in the best interest of the industry
if physical security professionals create cybersecurity standards, says Axis’ Dorris.

“As a collective industry, it’s important that we develop our own cybersecurity standards, requirements and
baselines,” he says. “We should not wait for these requirements to be pushed down from government via
laws and regulations. … Cybersecurity is a complicated topic, but really it boils down to good
documentation and solid processes for installing and maintaining devices on the network. The governance,
regulation and compliance aspects of network devices are all geared around having clear procedures and
security controls, and the same should hold true for physical security devices.”

The Future of the Industry
Security leaders and associations have been begging physical security professionals to take cybersecurity
seriously for years. Now, if you haven’t already started educating yourself on best practices, you need to
start now — before it’s too late.

“Cybersecurity issues will unfortunately worsen in the future,” says Salient’s Challa. “The industry can
prepare by embracing cybersecurity as a core requirement and with wholesale investment across the
supply chain into cybersecurity.”

Dorris predicts that the risk to IoT devices, especially, will grow worse in the near future.

“Currently there are 50 billion connected devices globally — that’s more than six devices for every person,”
Dorris says. “In contrast, there is a shortfall of 3-6 million cybersecurity jobs currently. There are not enough
IT administrators and cybersecurity personnel to protect what we have now, so we’re on a dangerous
trajectory. Due to the overwhelming number of devices, and the dependency that our society has on being
connected, the attack surface and number of vulnerabilities are endless. Clearly, we need to make up lots
of ground in order to mitigate risk and prevent potential attacks that can be costly to companies and their
customers.”

Chevalier of Genetec believes that while awareness around cybersecurity is improving, the severity of the
attacks will likely worsen in the future.

“The impact and magnitude of attacks tend to increase over time,” he says. “It is likely that more high
impact hacks will happen with real-life consequences. So, the industry will mature and get better but there
will be more value for hackers to extract by attacking security systems.”

Largely because of a push from end users, most manufacturers are preparing for this future.

“In the last few years, we are seeing more manufacturers realize that they have to make the cyber
investment, or their product will not be specified in major products,” says Bosch’s Brent. “While some are
only designing higher end models with cyber in mind, we are at least seeing a shift in mindset.”

So while the industry may not be quite where it should be in terms of cybersecurity, it is moving in the
right direction, Erickson says.

“We should be optimistic as an industry because, working together, we have been able to solve challenges
that have threatened security in the past,” he explains. “Through information sharing, developing and
adopting standards and best practices in physical and information security, we will learn as an industry to
mitigate the current threats and be better prepared as cybersecurity threats evolve.” SDM
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Access Hardware Supply has seen a lot of interest around in-person training now that COVID-19 guidelines have relaxed

enough to allow it.
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Training Options Are Broader Than Ever
COVID-19 spurred a boom in digital training. Now in-person training is back. But
digital isn’t going away any time soon, distributors say.

BY JOAN ENGEBRETSON, SDM Contributing Writer

WHEN THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC drove people nationwide to isolate themselves and curtail travel, security
dealer training largely went digital. Now that the pandemic is waning, will the shift toward digital be a
permanent change? Or will we see a surge in in-person training?

We asked four security distributors about this and any new training options they’ve introduced over the
last year or so — and we got a wide range of responses.

In-Person Training Is ‘In’ Again
“Customers are craving human interaction,” observes Brian Avants, Western regional sales manager for San
Leandro, Calif.-based Access Hardware Supply, which specializes in access control, door hardware and
related equipment.

As a result, Access Hardware Supply has begun to offer in-person classes that have drawn as many as 50
or 100 attendees — though the company continues to offer training via Zoom teleconferencing as an
option.

Avants adds that customers’ increased interest in human interaction is great news for salespeople because,
as he puts it, “When you show up, they say ‘Come on in.’”

Tony Torres, marketing manager for Security Equipment Supply, a
security equipment distributor headquartered in Earth City, Mo.,
also sees customers asking for in-person training. He believes some
customers have experienced “webinar burnout” and notes that
customers like classes that provide training on a panel, after which
the customers get to keep the panels. Customers also like the
hands-on aspect of in-person training and being able to ask
questions, he says.

That doesn’t mean customers have lost interest in digital training
options, however.

SES has installed touch screen kiosks in several of its locations for
training purposes. The kiosks have informational videos from 30
vendors that customers can watch to learn more about technology,
products and the like.

The kiosks are cloud-based, making them easy to update, and can
be viewed by a single individual or a small group. SES plans to
install them company-wide.

To encourage customers to use digital training, SES also has
started doing promotions with vendors that have libraries of
digital training materials that Torres calls “training universities.” A
recent promotion enabled dealers to get a free doorbell or regular
camera after taking 25 short classes lasting five to 15 minutes each,
explains Al Kasishke, marketing coordinator for SES.

SES is installing kiosks in all its

branches to give dealers the option of

watching short videos to learn more

about products.
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A Different View
Anthony Berticelli, vice president of operations for Westminster, Colo.-based PSA Security Network, has a
slightly different view on how the COVID-19 pandemic has impacted training.

The requirement to socially isolate and use digital training during the pandemic showed the importance of
time in the field or office as opposed to being out for events, Berticelli says. That reality, combined with the
high cost of travel today, has driven some dealer/integrators to change their approach to training.

“Anything that can be done from a virtual perspective, people are taking advantage of that,” he observes.

PSA may be best known as a nationwide network of security dealer/integrators but it’s also a virtual (i.e.
non-stocking) distributor, and it puts out an average of 23 new pieces of educational content each month,
according to Berticelli.

New Training Content
COVID-19 has also driven distributors to rethink training content.

Banner Solutions worked

with three manufacturers

to create a white paper

about touchless access

control, which is

experiencing a COVID-

driven boom.
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Glenn Siegman of Banner Solutions notes, for example, that customers are
looking for touchless access control products. Recognizing this, Banner
Solutions partnered with three major door hardware manufacturers and
produced a 14-page white paper titled “Making a New Entrance” that,
according to Siegman, is very in-depth about the future direction of
touchless solutions.

Banner Solutions also updated its 68-page access control manual to include
more information about how to install touchless offerings.

Anthony Berticelli of PSA Security Network notes that with everyone doing
things virtually, COVID-19 also raised awareness about cybersecurity. That, in
turn, helped drive a new initiative at PSA to establish a security industry
cybersecurity certification program.

“[The idea is] to create a baseline for knowledge and skill for people
installing equipment in the security industry,” he explains.

PSA hopes to have an exam ready to launch this fall. The expectation is that
people with proper on-the-job knowledge would be able to pass the test
with little or no additional study. But a prep course will likely be offered as
well. That course may be available in an online format but also may be
offered at trade shows.

Berticelli believes security industry training would have trended toward virtual even without COVID-19, but
the virus hastened that trend.

Like others interviewed for this story, he says security dealers like to have equipment in front of them when
they are trained on it. But he adds that preference can be easily accommodated by shipping products to
the dealers in advance of training.

The products can then be used for future people to train on, and, in some cases, may be installed in the
field.

PSA hasn’t gone totally digital, however. The company’s most recent PSA TEC, traditionally an annual in-
person event, was a hybrid event.

“A significant portion was virtual,” Berticelli explains, adding that virtual attendance was higher than in-
person attendance.

Yet another view comes from Glenn Siegman, marketing manager for electronic access control and
residential products hardware at Chicago-based access control wholesale distributor Banner Solutions.

Siegman recommends that security dealers determine the best training option based on the number of
people who need training.

Supply Chain Delays
Security equipment distributors are on the front lines when it comes to the supply chain delays that
have impacted the industry in recent months. SDM asked distributors interviewed for this story how
they’re coping with the situation.

“We’re seeing delays from every major manufacturer,” says Brian Avants of Access Hardware Supply.
Avants attributes the delays, in part, to the increasingly global nature of security equipment
manufacturing.

“Thirty years ago, the entire lock was made in one factory; now it’s made all over the world,” he says.
“If you’re short on parts from one place, you can’t make a lock.”

Access Hardware Supply has used a combination of strategies to cope with product delays, including
holding a larger inventory of certain products than in the past and, in some cases, recommending an
alternative product when the product that a customer requests isn’t available.

When a product that has been on back order hits the shelves, “It’s gone,” observes Tony Torres of
Security Equipment Supply.

SES works with vendors to try to get ahead of the game, Torres says. But, as SES’s Al Kasishke notes, if
a product is on back order for several months, SES salespeople are trained to find an alternative
solution in the price range.

“There are definitely supply chain delays,” says Anthony Berticelli of PSA Network. “Some
manufacturers are having material shortages or shipping delays. Some are fine on equipment but are
now having development delays.”

Some companies are understaffed, which also contributes to the problem. “The people side is having
as big an impact as equipment on the delay side,” Berticelli explains. People issues, he notes, impact
the manufacturing and shipping sides.

Unfortunately, some products that in the past would have taken a week to arrive are now taking 12-16
weeks, he notes. That reality makes communication with security dealers key.

“The most important thing we can do is communicate — a lot and effectively,” he says. “We’re the
channel between integrators and manufacturers. If we can gather information from manufacturers and
pass it on, we’re doing that. We just have to be honest. We shouldn’t sugar coat things.”

“Virtual is a good scenario for a smaller group of six to 10 people,” Siegman says. “If you have 15 to 20, a
physical training program will be much more effective from the standpoint of interaction, visualization and
product demonstrations.

“I think everybody would prefer that everything would go back to the way it was. For now, it depends on
the size of the group and how in-depth the training is.”

Clearly, the COVID-19 pandemic has had a big impact on security industry training — and while some
people within the industry will welcome the return of in-person options, virtual training seems to have
gained a strong foothold that the industry appears unlikely to abandon as the pandemic wanes. SDM
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Trends in4

Enterprise access control looks very different from how it looked 10 years ago.
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From the addition of analytics to the transition to the cloud, experts weigh in on the
top changes to enterprise access control.

BY COURTNEY WOLFE, SDM Managing Editor

LIKE MANY AREAS OF THE SECURITY INDUSTRY, enterprise access control saw many changes in 2020.
Now in 2021, the needs and expectations of what access control systems can provide are continuing to
evolve, says James Segil, vice president of access control at Motorola Solutions, Chicago.

“In previous years, many organizations were faced with choosing between safety or convenience,” Segil
explains. “What we’re seeing now, in light of changes in recent years to the security landscape, is a new era
in which businesses require safety and flexibility, and there isn’t room to compromise on either.”

The new normal requires adaptability as businesses adjust their office models to accommodate hybrid
work, Segil says, adding that the pandemic has made organizations and end users adamant about
protecting health and safety.

“Customers are demanding more from their access control system,” says Rick Focke, director of product
management, enterprise access control, Johnson Controls, Milwaukee. “Whereas previously all a system had
to do was manage access rights and provide alarm monitoring, now customers are asking system providers
to expand to encompass visitor management, access rights policies, occupant health and safety, occupancy
and usage reporting. And, they are requiring custom integrations into systems such as health and fitness
tracking, service ticket systems, maintenance management, etc.”

So which trends do you need to pay attention to if you’re going to be working in enterprise access? Here
are the top four, according to the experts.

1. The Transition to the Cloud
While a long time coming, the transition of enterprise
access to the cloud is now speeding up thanks to IT
initiatives and other factors.

“We foresee an increase in the uptake of ACaaS or a
hybrid version of a cloud and enterprise solution,” says
Despina Stamatelos, product marketing manager for
Genetec, Montreal. “Many organizations have initiatives
to bring much of their IT infrastructure to the cloud, and
this includes their access control.”

There are many benefits to this, Stamatelos says,
including scalability and having a system that easily
evolves with a business’s changing needs; having an
operational cost versus a capital cost; and enjoying
flexibility. Plus, these systems can be managed from a
distance and require fewer resources to maintain, since
those responsibilities are left to the provider.

Intelligent integrations between access control and

surveillance systems are on the rise.
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“The transition from on-premise application hosting to a hybrid or pure cloud model has been influencing
security and IT decision making for several years,” says Ewa Pigna, chief technology officer, LenelS2,
Pittsford, N.Y. “Given the continued growth in cloud infrastructure by the public cloud providers, it is
becoming more cost-effective and technically feasible to deploy enterprise access control solutions in this
way. As the space continues to mature, it is likely we will see more enterprise customers opt for a hybrid or
cloud security setup.”

Beyond the technical benefits, Pigna says that the demand for a different business model is also a driving
force in the transition to the cloud. “End users are looking for options that enable better budget planning
and are considering a subscription-based model as a potential replacement to the traditional capital
expenditure approach.”

Another driving force? Increased integration, Segil says.

“In recent years, there’s been a convergence of physical and digital security in order to have a central
place of command and a unified security experience across an organization,” he explains. “Systems have to
be able to connect and cooperate with other systems in order to provide maximum value for customers
and to allow the data that customers are looking for to come together in one place. The adoption of cloud-
based systems has accelerated in part due to the rich integrations and compatibility they offer, allowing
businesses to connect and utilize different systems and services to fit their specific needs.”

Because this mass adoption of cloud access is new, though, there is a learning curve for security
integrators.

“As with any disruptive technology, it requires a lot of education in order to overcome traditional ways of
thinking and help customers in their journey to adopting cloud-based systems,” Segil says. “While the cloud
is not a new technology, it is just starting to see mass adoption in the commercial real estate industry, so
understanding what customers’ specific security needs are, and then educating them on how to meet those
needs using cloud-based tools and services, requires patience and perspective.”

Enterprise Access Control in a Post-Pandemic Era
Even a global pandemic failed to stop criminals from attempting to exploit vulnerabilities as millions of
employees and consultants worked from home, outside corporate firewalls, tapping into a medley of
Wi-Fi connections. In our post-pandemic era, as more workplaces are balancing higher remote
workforces on a permanent basis, more data than ever is being generated outside of the traditional,
safer work environment.

It has never been more important to manage your enterprise access control system with strategies to
safeguard physical and cyber assets. The pandemic accelerated our world’s digital transformations,
including the move to the cloud, remote working and the extension of the enterprise network. The
result has been the loss of infrastructure perimeters with multiple data vulnerabilities exposed across
extended enterprise networks; a burst in data; and new challenges in managing data security across
these networks.

From single-location access control systems to remote campus environments in enterprise
applications, it is important to partner with the best technology manufacturers to utilize best-in-breed,
IT-standard tools and distributed architecture. This approach offers the flexibility to design a scalable,
customized solution that meets a company’s needs today and tomorrow.

Mark Mullison, chief information officer at Allied Universal, says, “In today’s world, a cyber threat can
become a physical threat, which may turn into a cyber threat again. The walls between physical
security and cybersecurity are coming down and these formerly disparate worlds are converging.”

Integrated enterprise access control solutions using advanced analytics and artificial intelligence are
going beyond the archaic “detect and respond” model of risk management to become an ecosystem
that provides a comprehensive safety and security solution. An integrated workforce ecosystem
ensures reduced liability and enhanced reputation that amplifies the effectiveness of onsite security.

It’s not a choice between technology and people; it’s about allowing people to work with technology.
Artificial intelligence systems interface with a company’s monitoring and response centers in which
remote video monitoring data and video analytics data are accessible from the portal and brought
into the attribute model. Over time, those data sources will include information from IoT sensors,
drones and robots, along with cameras and other sources. Workflows today task our security
professionals via text and email; in the future, workflows will be passed by drones and other
automation technologies.

As time goes on, and the walls between physical security and cybersecurity have been eliminated, the
walls between security officers, personnel and technology will also come down, leaving us with an
ecosystem that allows all things to cooperate at light speed, which ensures we’re considering
everything we need to consider, and bringing all these resources to bear in a way that drives better
outcomes.

The acceleration of enterprise cloud has led to the development of new, sophisticated and complex
cloud ecosystems, and it’s a challenge for businesses to grasp the full range of choices and
implications that moving into this environment brings.

Increasing compliance and regulatory demands have also been a catalyst for data security changes. If
your company has not been subject to data privacy and compliance issues, it’s not a matter of if, but
when — and having trusted advisors to consult in the face of deadlines is key to success here. — By
John Bradford, Senior Vice President of Sales, Allied Universal Technical Services

2. Mobile Access
Another long-time-coming trend that has recently seen accelerated adoption is mobile access control.
“We started to see this prior to the pandemic, but the pandemic has pushed the need even more for
companies to start implementing mobile access control solutions,” says Jody Ross, vice president of sales
at AMAG Technology, Hawthorne, Calif. “Centralized management allows companies to distribute and
manage mobile credentials remotely, eliminating the need for employees to go to a badging office, and
also supporting return-to-work guidelines.”

As Ross points out, mobile access solutions can include health forms that employees can fill out on their
phones. If they complete it successfully, they can access the office building. If not, the credentials simply
won’t work.

“Mobile access is quickly becoming the preferred method for many companies because they are more
easily managed by the system admin, as well as more secure than traditional cards or fobs,” Segil says.
“Security administrators can instantly add or revoke permissions, activate lockdowns and issue guest
passes via user management software, without any face-to-face interaction.”

Aaron Simpson, president and chief technology officer of Stone Security, Salt Lake City, SDM’s 2020
Systems Integrator of the Year, says that mobile credentials are gaining more and more market share.

“With Apple announcing they are finally opening up
their wallet to app developers, we will now have both
of the major mobile OS’ supporting Bluetooth and
NFC,” Simpson says. “We have used mobile
credentials in our office for several years now and
have been happy with the progress and
dependability of the solution.”

Stamatelos predicts that mobile credentials will
experience the fastest growth amongst all access
control equipment. “There are several advantages in
using mobile credentials, including convenience since
people carry their smartphones on them all the time
and are less likely to lose them. Improved security [is
another advantage] as mobile credentials can be
revoked, denying access to a stranger trying to use
the mobile device for entry to a secured area.
Greater flexibility [is also an advantage] as
cardholders only need to carry their mobile device to
enter several different facilities as opposed to
carrying multiple credentials.”

Mobile access control solutions are in high demand at

enterprise organizations.
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Mobile access is not the only new authentication method that security professionals should keep an eye out
for, though.

“The means of authenticating an identity is expanding — from traditional plastic cards, to mobile
credentials, to facial recognition, to high assurance credentials with a biometric second factor, and any
combination thereof,” Focke says. “The mobile device is also gaining importance as not just a keeper of a
credential, but as a biometric factor as well. An enterprise-level access control system needs to be ready to
deal with any and all types of authentication, especially when a company merges or is acquired by another
company, and then has to merge their credentials and identity authentication techniques.”

3. Advancing Analytics
The adoption of artificial intelligence into the alarm management and response process is one of the
biggest changes for the enterprise access control market, according to Focke.

“Enterprise access control systems generate tons of data, but much of it goes unnoticed,” he explains. “AI is
allowing us to tease out the important pieces of information, put it into context and streamline the alarm
management workflow and reduce response times. AI also allows us to add and analyze access patterns for
anomalies, provide context around occupancy controls, enforce tailgating policies and social distancing
guidelines, and it provides a tighter tie-in to video data for better situational awareness.”

Analytics can help organizations be more proactive, preventing crimes rather than responding to them,
AMAG’s Ross explains.

“Analytics or business intelligence can be utilized to deliver critical information through data analytics,
which help identify people who may pose a high risk to an organization,” Ross says. “Organizations are
using access control data — and other data — and communicating with other departments to prevent risk.
These solutions are a critical function of an incredibly important insider threat program.”

Pigna concludes that the use of analytics in system management and administration will change the way
enterprise access control is done.

“A fusion of various modalities, such as access control, video surveillance and biometrics, allows
administrators to be more efficient and accurate in managing the people flow throughout their facilities
while providing a higher level of situational awareness and overall security.”

Challenges in Enterprise Access Control
As things continue to change in enterprise access control, navigating installations can be challenging
for integrators. Here, professionals share some of the challenges you might encounter when working
with enterprise access.

“Many access control companies build their own proprietary hardware platforms. It has been our sad
experience to come across many end users whose access control platforms are now dated with
stagnant software and the only solution is a rip and replace. So many of the new startup platforms are
coming to market with proprietary hardware. This is good for the access control company but bad for
the end user.” — Aaron Simpson, Stone Security

“COVID-19 has completely changed the working environment. Many organizations are choosing to
allow their employees to have a hybrid set up between working remotely or at the office. This means
that the need for office space will decline, possibly eliminating the need for additional access control.
Vendors must look at potential new verticals or emerging markets to position access control. They
must also be innovative in how an end user can use their product.” — Despina Stamatelos, Genetec

“The increase of acquisitions on a global basis offers organizations a challenge to bring multiple
disparate systems under one system. Different access control, video and HR systems, just to name a
few, all have to be incorporated into the new, larger company.” — Jody Ross, AMAG Technology

“Technology upgrades for enterprise customers can be massive, and many times this involves hundreds
or thousands of remote sites. Detailed planning and testing of a proposed solution is essential before
beginning a rollout.” — Rick Focke, Johnson Controls

“Given the typically long life cycle of access control systems, there are many legacy systems deployed
today. Ensuring that proper cybersecurity measures are applied to those systems may not always prove
to be successful. Therefore, administrators must take a calculated approach and plan for system
updates as they budget capital and operational costs related to the support of enterprise access
control systems.” — Ewa Pigna, LenelS2

“Because the nature of the business is undergoing so much change, and a significant amount of
uncertainty still exists for most businesses following the pandemic, a one-size-fits-all approach is no
longer viable. Businesses now need scalable management of users, schedules and access permissions
for all locations in one simple interface; customizable settings and notifications; remote management
capabilities; integrations with video management systems; a la carte features; etc.” — James Segil,
Motorola Solutions

“I think the biggest challenge to integrators when using enterprise solutions is being able to
understand wants versus needs. End users tend to only use 20-25 percent of available features, so why
spend top dollar when actually simpler solutions can meet the 'real' requirements?” — Gareth O’Hara,
Chief Sales Officer, Paxton Access

“Funding for the deployment of all the new technologies is a real challenge as the economy recovers
from the shutdown caused by COVID-19. Access control, and in particular enterprise access control,
can be expensive to deploy and, as a result, is a very sticky technology, not easily upgraded. The
funding necessary to do a ‘forklift’ upgrade of an enterprise access control system is seldom available
and estate owners/operators must look to other sources of funding to cover these costs. This has
placed financial strain on enterprise leaders, who couldn’t have anticipated that they would need to
radically change their access control policies and systems.” — Bill Hobbs, Vice President of Global
Sales, 3xLOGIC

4. Cybersecurity Concerns
The COVID-19 pandemic and the increase in remote workers really exposed cyber risks — and access
control systems were not immune, explains Genetec’s Stamatelos.

“We saw a high rise in cyberattacks over the last year and these are expected to continue,” she says.
“Unfortunately, an unprotected access control system can be used as a point of entry to an organization’s
network. This is very concerning and should not be taken lightly. Unfortunately, many organizations still use
outdated technologies such as prox cards or the Wiegand protocol that exposes the access control system
to potential cyberattacks.”

But as cyberattacks increased, so did awareness and the demand for sound cybersecurity practices and
solutions, regardless of the deployment model, Pigna says.

“End users and integrators are challenged with securing their physical access control infrastructure in a
very dynamic environment,” Pigna explains. “Stories of ransomware hackings on critical infrastructure and
even smaller targets such as school districts are becoming more frequent. These stories have rightly caught
the attention of many enterprise organizations.”

Today more than ever, it’s important that cybersecurity remain top-of-mind during every installation.

“Maintaining the cyber health of an enterprise system is paramount, and close cooperation with the
customer’s IT department is a must-have,” Focke says. “Make sure your system provider has a proactive
cyber response program and a good track record of mitigating vulnerabilities.” SDM
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DRONES
& ROBOTS

Getting on Top of
The Curve With

Robots need to be able to determine where they are within an environment and triangulate their location using one or

more devices that correlate, such as a laser system, sonars or the GPS system, all incorporated on the robot. They see,

hear and feel the surrounding environment in order to navigate successfully in areas where there is pedestrian or

vehicular traf�c.
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The learning curve with surveillance drones, security robots and counter-drone
solutions is less about absorbing new technology and more about executing it for the
best results in the appropriate use-cases.

BY LAURA STEPANEK, SDM Contributing Writer

WATCHERS OF THE 2020 OLYMPICS opening ceremony in July were treated to an astonishing show in the
sky right above Olympic Stadium. It began as thousands of lights took the three-dimensional shape of the
Tokyo 2020 emblem. While viewers watched and wondered how this effect was achieved, the lights slowly
began to morph into a rotating planet Earth, with white lights representing land masses and blue lights for
waters. Taking a bow for this stunning performance were 1,824 drones.

In addition to their starring role in the Olympics, drones are also playing an increasingly important role in
the security industry. They can be used for good — to perform security checks and other industrial tasks —
or they can be used for nefarious purposes, in which case a security integrator can deploy an airspace
security system that detects and alerts to the presence of unwanted drones, perhaps even taking over and
landing them. Together with their autonomous cousin, the security robot, these solutions fall under a
broader umbrella of products that deal with newer threats and risks not currently addressed by traditional
security products.

Although they are only just getting their start in the security industry, security robots, surveillance drones
and airspace security (counter-drone or drone defense) solutions hold significant opportunity for the right
security integrators. Today in the security industry the products are sold mostly by the top integrators,
primarily because robots, drones and counter-drone systems were used by the military and other
government agencies early on. However, current factors are causing new sales opportunities to emerge in
commercial markets, making the business more accessible to all types and sizes of security companies.

Most experts say the technology behind many of these systems is not difficult for integrators to grasp, but
what makes the learning curve steep is understanding which applications are best suited for each of these
products and implementing them effectively. Every solution has myriad considerations that are vastly
different from those of an access control or video surveillance system, for example.

Opportunities for Integrators
Many security integrators take their cues from PSA Security, a consortium of progressive security and
audio-visual systems integrators, which represents over $4.5 billion annually in project sales. In a pioneering
announcement earlier this year, PSA declared that it had added Dedrone to its Managed Security Service
Provider (MSSP) Program. “Dedrone protects organizations from malicious and unauthorized drones by
securing the air space using sensors and software technology,” the press release states. See this video
online for more on this partnership.

This was a significant announcement for the industry, because airspace security is aligned with perimeter
security, says Tim Brooks, PSA’s vice president of sales. Hardening the perimeter beyond the physical
structure of a building by adding detection or surveillance to a fence, for example, is definitely a job for
electronic security integration companies. But drones are a whole new ball game, Brooks adds, because in
the past an intruder would have to physically climb over the fence or crash the gate to breach the
perimeter.

“But a $200 drone can fly right over that fence and right above the cameras,” Brooks says. “And most
cameras don’t look above the horizon. A drone flies fairly silently right into the perimeter. They can land on
the roof and drop a little Raspberry Pi surveillance [device] that’s going to hop on the Wi-Fi network and
intercept printer traffic. If it’s a correctional facility, it can drop contraband or weapons. If it’s corporate
espionage, they can watch activities in a testing yard that’s outside.”

There are numerous malicious activities drones can do
that a human being who’s walking or riding in a vehicle
can’t do, he says. “So our message to the security
integrators is that you definitely need to be involved in
this because it is right in your wheelhouse. If you think
you’re going to sell gate operators and fence detection
but not sell drone detection, that’s kind of silly.
Somebody is, and it’s going to be another security
integrator,” Brooks advises.

In 2017, Allied Universal Technology Services,
headquartered in Santa Ana, Calif. and ranked No. 5 on
SDM’s Top Systems Integrators Report, recognized the
importance that unmanned systems and their technology
to detect, control and direct activity would have on
security programs, states Sherman Brawner, general
manager of the Monitoring & Response Center at Allied
Universal. “Allied Universal recognized it was time to
become a part of the rising tide of unmanned systems
and adopt practices allowing our teams to become well-
informed and assist in the best methods, timing and
implementation of these devices and their software. Even
more importantly, we needed to answer questions from
customers and prospects about the use of unmanned
systems and help separate fact from fiction and practical
application in concert with economic feasibility."

Stadium and arena protection is one of the sector

use cases for D-Fend Solutions’ EnforceAir system,

which can create an alert zone set on the outer

perimeter of the stadium, with the option for

multiple protection zones blanketing the venue and

surrounding areas. EnforceAir protects players,

fans and venue staff while delivering continuity to

avoid game or event disruption.
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Words of Wisdom: Airspace (Counter-Drone) Security
San Francisco-based Dedrone protects organizations from malicious drones by securing the airspace
using advanced hardware and software technology. It is an opportunity for security integrators who
understand the nature of perimeter protection, surveillance and standard operating procedures, says
Mary-Lou Smulders, chief marketing officer. “Drones are simply introducing a new vector for all of the
same traditional threats. It's just a new way of entering with often those same nefarious intents in
mind,” she describes, adding that airspace security is a very natural extension for security integrators.

Dedrone has three phases of implementation, starting with phase one, threat assessment, which is an
out-of-the-box, easy-to-implement and inexpensive solution. The base model is one sensor with its own
mobile Wi-Fi connection, and it can be set up in 15 minutes. “What it gives you is, ‘Are there drones in
my sky? If so, how many? When did they appear? What kind are they?’ What kind of drones is really
important, because it tells you what their payload, speed and range are, so you start to get a sense of
the threat,” Smulders describes.

Phase two adds location and capability. The third phase addresses integration with other systems that
a customer may have, such as cameras and radar. “Once the system detects the drone, we can put eyes
on it. The camera follows the drone; we use very sophisticated artificial intelligence and machine
learning technology to keep an eye on it,” she explains.

“Drones are growing by leaps and bounds,” Smulders acknowledges. “At the same time, and
accelerated by COVID-19, the world is innovating at an incredibly rapid pace around new, innovative,
productive uses of drones. Everything from the Biden Administration using drones to inspect
infrastructure, to medical deliveries to far off places, to — as we’re all hoping for — Amazon package
delivery and pizza delivery via drone. The consequence of that is there will be more and more drones
in the sky. We’ve seen that growth accelerate over the last 18 months and it’s not stopping anytime
soon. In fact, the U.S. government is looking at all sorts of legislation to even further increase that
drone growth and productive drone innovation applications.”

What this represents to security integrators, Smulders thinks, is an opportunity to grow and enhance
the implementation over time, giving more opportunity for integrators to expand that footprint.

Another airspace security provider, D-Fend Solutions, based in Ra’anana, Israel, with offices in McLean,
Va., offers EnforceAir, its flagship anti-drone product, featuring counter-drone, cyber, radio frequency
(RF)-based takeover technology. The system, in either autonomous or manual mode, detects, locates
and identifies rogue drones in the defined protected airspace and then neutralizes the threat by taking
full control over the drone and landing it safely in a predefined zone. “Since the system does not rely
upon jammers or kinetic technology, EnforceAir avoids collateral damage, interference, disruption and
disturbance. Continuity prevails as communications, commerce, transportation and everyday life
smoothly proceed,” describes Jeffrey Starr, chief marketing officer, D-Fend Solutions.

EnforceAir’s technology has a number of critical advanced features and capabilities, Starr highlights. It
has the capability to mitigate risk by taking control of drones. It is an advanced, autonomous system
that distinguishes between authorized and unauthorized drones and lands rogue drones safely at a
predefined safe zone, facilitating continuity. The system has an open API for integration with
command-and-control systems.

D-Fend Solutions’ counter-drone system, which is sold through complementary partners, including
security systems integrators with specialized expertise in UAS, C-UAS, cyber and integration, is used to
contend with a wide range of security and safety threats. Representative use cases include: potential
attack, since drones can transport explosives or other weapons that can cause serious harm and costly
damage; collisions from drones entering the flight path of an aircraft, or drones crashing into
individuals or crowds; smuggling of drugs, weapons or other contraband; and espionage, with drones
using their powerful cameras to spy on individuals or sensitive sites, Starr says.

For more information about airspace security, see this related blog in SDM, “Who Is Looking up?”

Having a robot or a drone was very appealing to many organizations, Brawner says, because they thought
it would give them a progressive and high-tech profile that would be desirable to employees, investors and
customers in their industry segment, and help them gain a competitive advantage. “As a result, interest was
very high and questions about costs and timing to deploy created a very high number of requests,” he says.
Allied Universal found that these requests came from many different commercial market segments beyond
the military and government, which had been the traditional customers for autonomous systems.

New Sales Opportunities in Commercial Markets
What comes to mind first when thinking of airspace security, naturally, is airports. Though many airports
have drone detection systems in place, not all do. In fact, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
announced in August 2020 that it planned to test at least 10 technologies or systems that could detect and
mitigate potential safety risks posed by unmanned aircraft. The effort will be part of the agency’s Airport
Unmanned Aircraft Systems Detection and Mitigation Research Program. One report states the testing
could last up to 24 months.

Drone detection is also being considered in the corrections industry to prevent contraband, sporting
venues to prevent competitive spying or extremist activity, and even corporations to secure their
intellectual property from theft. “Just like cybersecurity is required to protect the intellectual property that
resides on the computers in your building, the same thing is true with intellectual property that may be
able to be sniffed,” Brooks explains. “Instead of somebody hacking in remotely, they can bring a drone in
with a hacking device that would put itself right in the local network, bypassing the internet, and then
steal proprietary information.”

Other than the airspace security solution, PSA does not represent any security robot or surveillance drone
products at this time, because, Brooks says, their members aren’t asking for them. While the idea of using a
drone for surveillance is perfect in incident management and other live events, Brooks believes some
integrators look at drones as a consumer-type product, “readily available, inexpensive and with no margin,”
and integrators typically focus on installed and integrated products.

However, some of the largest security integrators currently have all three products — drone surveillance,
airspace security and security robots — in their solutions portfolios.

Allied Universal has deployed unmanned autonomous systems for clients in manufacturing, logistics,
shipping, commercial real estate, airport, large retail and residential communities, Brawner says. The
applications are extensive and include parking lot security, after-hours patrols and detection of persons or
vehicles in secured locations. “Response to reported events by employees, detection alerts from electronic
security systems such as thermal cameras, capture and reporting of black-listed license plates, and even
visitor entry management are all aspects of these types of deployments,” he says.

Convergint Technologies, based in Schaumburg, Ill., SDM’s No. 1 Top Systems Integrator, also has been
selling drones, drone detection and security robots for several years. The company’s work in this area was
led by its federal teams, since governments adopted the solutions much earlier than commercial markets.
Convergint has a substantial body of work in federal agencies and departments. However, over the last
couple of years, Convergint also has seen the interest in these technologies bleed over into the commercial
market in segments such as data centers, energy, oil and gas and large manufacturing.

“Drones are really a game changer, both for good
guys and bad guys,” says Scott Frigaard, business
development manager for data fusion on Convergint’s
Digital Transformation Team. “For good guys, [there’s]
the ability to do guard force reduction, the ability to
take people out of harm’s way, the ability to limit
liability. And then for bad guys, just the potential for
threat vectors is astounding. The ability to put a rogue
wireless access point on a drone, fly the drone onto a
building roof and then tap into the building’s network
— I think I saw a month or so ago that someone had
used a drone to unlock a Tesla by just getting the
drone near the Tesla. … There are just so many needs
that arise from these technologies, and the
technologies themselves are adapting so quickly that
it’s impressive. Our customers have really forced the
adoption by Convergint into these solutions.”

Lowered product cost is forcing serious inspection of
these solutions due to the pandemic-induced
lockdowns and the result of having fewer people
staffing large plants, he adds. “Guard force reduction
is a huge initiative among just about every commercial
entity, especially over the last year as they’ve had
fewer folks in their facilities and they’re trying to
figure out how they are going to staff.”

In addition to security, one of Percepto’s primary use

cases is inspection and monitoring. The solution

automates the data collection and dispatching the

drone for this purpose, as well as the analysis of the

data collected. For example, at a mine like the one

shown here, the solution is used for stockpile

measurements. A drone will �y over a mine,

capturing high-res imagery and video, and AIM will

generate 3D maps and volumetric measurements of

stockpiles on site. In addition, the solution is often

used as a �rst responder in emergencies.
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Some of the first customer deployments for Convergint were for border protection and correctional
facilities. “We are seeing at the federal, state and local levels, a significant increase in contraband deliveries
flown by drones,” Frigaard says. Correctional facilities gain an advantage by being able to detect a drone
as soon as it is powered up outside of the facility, and they can interdict the pilot rather than wait for the
contraband — whether it’s a weapon, a cell phone, money or drugs — to be dropped into the prison yard,
he says.

Since then, the integrator has deployed drone detection systems for chemical manufacturers, energy
companies and agricultural organizations to prevent terrorist activity or even just spot hobbyists who are
out exploring with their drones. Frigaard says there is a potential for pilots to crash the drone and damage
an organization’s outdoor equipment or, worse, put an explosive device on the drone and set fire to a
facility.

Convergint also is deploying drones for pipeline inspections and facility inspections. Instead of sending
people to drive hundreds of miles to do visual inspections, possibly in inclement weather, the drones
perform automated inspections, sometimes with thermal cameras for detecting temperature anomalies.
The company also has data center clients that are using wheeled robots as perimeter patrols and several
large manufacturing customers for aerial drone patrols, as they look at reducing overall security costs.

Words of Wisdom: Drones
Modi’in, Israel-based Percepto has an AI-powered autonomous “drone-in-a-box” solution called
Sparrow, which performs smart security patrols and emergency response tasks at industrial sites.
Powered by Percepto’s Autonomous Inspection and Monitoring (AIM) platform, Sparrow is equipped
with AI features such as detection and tracking of suspicious persons or objects, and anomaly
detection.

Percepto’s solution is ideal for cost-effectively augmenting facility perimeter security patrols, gate
inspections, parking lot monitoring and inventory inspections, describes Illy Gruber, vice president of
marketing. The company’s traditional market is heavy industrial sites, such as mines, energy facilities
and oil and gas refineries. “Since the pandemic struck, however, more verticals have recognized the
need for autonomous inspection, from food supplies to high-end car manufacturers,” Gruber says.

“During the pandemic, facilities were forced to take the plunge into autonomous technology to ensure
business continuity. Since then, there’s been no going back. Autonomous security solutions have proven
themselves valuable — and that speaks for itself. If a facility can ramp up security, improve deterrence
and keep their employees safe with promising ROI — why not?” she asks.

Gruber explains that while the technology itself should be fairly simple to operate (this should be a key
touchstone for choosing a vendor, she says), drone regulation can be quite challenging. In most
countries, regulators are hesitant to allow drones to fly fully autonomously, without a human operator
on site. “Remote operation was critical for many of our clients during the pandemic, as there was no
one on site to operate the drones. While integrators may have difficulty fully navigating drone
regulations alone, they should work with a vendor with the regulatory knowledge and relationships to
get the operational approvals they need,” she advises.

San Francisco-based Sunflower Labs has pivoted since the company first presented itself to the
security industry at the 2019 ESX show, where founder and CEO Alex Pachikov was a keynote speaker.
Originally targeting the high-end residential market, Sunflower Labs faced hurdles wrought by the
pandemic, which drove it to reposition its security and surveillance drone for commercial and industrial
use cases. Despite facing challenges with the manufacturing process, Sunflower employees hand-built
their own units for initial rollout until a more reliable manufacturing solution could be found. The
company is prepared to make a big announcement this month about funding and partnerships.

“The pandemic reduced the amount of security staff in a lot of locations and now, instead of
increasing security personnel because in some cases they can’t hire those people, they want to
introduce various robots in order to be able to provide security of these large properties; this is exactly
where we come in,” Pachikov describes.

Sunflower has deployed its drone system for a large Japanese company that does security and
inspections of industrial complexes. It also has a large deployment for a multi-acre self storage
company. “They’re remote, they’re unmanned, so you basically put our system on the roof and it flies
around and covers it,” Pachikov describes.

He says the use cases for Sunflower Labs systems are very broad, but there is a common thread: large,
open spaces that need security. “When you have a place like this self storage facility, think how many
cameras you actually need to effectively cover a site like that. You’re literally talking dozens. Whereas
with one drone you can survey that whole area in under two minutes,” Pachikov says.

Pachikov calls it “providing dynamic observation” or being able to be a security camera at any place
on a property. “Instead of having to install many, many cameras to cover a location, you just create a
flight path, or what we call a ‘sweep,’ where you can go from one location to the other in seconds and
be able to observe.”

About the Learning Curve
Security integrators’ reception of PSA Security’s
airspace security solution has been very positive,
Brooks notes. He says integrators should have an

easy time with the technology because with the base
level of the Dedrone Solution they literally put up a
single detection device on a tripod on the roof of the
building, plug it into their client’s network, and it
collects data of the airspace activity and provides a
report after 30 days. More advanced levels are
offered and can be deployed, depending on the
results of the report. “But it’s no more difficult than
installing a camera outside,” he relates.

The most difficult part of selling airspace security is
for integrators to wrap their heads around the idea,
because it’s new, Brooks says. “This is not a higher
megapixel camera; this is not a different type of card
reader technology. This is something completely
different than what they’ve been doing and it takes
some getting used to.”

Originally designed for the high-end residential

market, Sun�ower Labs pivoted their surveillance

drone during the pandemic toward B2B commercial

and industrial use cases, such as transportation and

site inspections.
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The technology itself varies from one manufacturer to another and each prospective deployment is
custom, Brawner describes. “Add this to the hype and misconceptions from both the general public and
the industry itself and the challenges to design an applicable deployment and meet expectations are not
insignificant,” he says.

Frigaard at Convergint says these technologies are far different than those sold over the last 20 years in
physical security. “The learning curve on drones is steep. You’ve got FAA regulations, which dictates how,
where and when it can be flown. The training is a significant component of a customer deployment.

“You’ve got total cost of ownership. We’re looking at some of these applications to reduce guard force, but
it comes with other costs. For instance, it’s one thing to say that this drone or this robot can take the place
of four workers in a given area, but it’s another thing to say, ‘If the drone detects something, who’s going
to respond to that? Where is this person going to come from? How are they going to be dispatched?’” he
asks.

Frigaard cautions that there are lessons to be learned from perception. A security integrator can install
impressive technologies, but if the perception of the employees, guests or customers is not positive, then
that wasn’t a beneficial use case of that technology, he claims.
“There really are a number of things that have to be evaluated nowadays that just weren’t there in the
past. In the past, you would install a video surveillance system and just put a sign up that read, ‘Cameras in
Use.’ Now there are government agencies that have to be involved. There’s long-term training. We’re really
moving away from just security operators to more analysts in a lot of these instances,” Frigaard says.
“They’re threat hunters really, where they are trying to aggregate more and more data sets, they’re trying
to detect patterns and trends so that they can take very, very minor security incidents and prevent that
from escalating into bigger issues.”

The technology is the easiest part of a drone or robot solution for an integrator to navigate, Frigaard
continues. Installing and configuring these solutions is “fairly straightforward. The learning curve is in the
customer use cases: being able to understand the client’s operations and their goals so that we can
translate that product’s capabilities into an actual benefit to them.”

For example, integrators need to help their clients consider, “’What are you going to do when you have an
alert? How is your security force going to respond to this? How are you going to integrate with first
responders? How does this technology fit into your security operations center?’ I’d say that has been the
biggest component to learning — understanding how these are going to integrate into the rest of the
security operation,” Frigaard says.

Words of Wisdom: Security Robots
Knightscope, Mountain View, Calif., creates both indoor and outdoor stationary and mobile security
robots. The company views itself not as a robotics business, but as a provider of actionable intelligence
of situations, using robots as the platform to host numerous technologies. For example, on the
surveillance side alone, Knightscope’s robots perform people detection through facial recognition or
cell phone signal detection, license plate recognition and thermal imaging (useful for detecting a heat
signature).

The company’s top use case where it has had the majority of successes is outdoor environments, in
mixed use areas and particularly in parking structures. The top six segments for Knightscope’s robots
are: transportation, manufacturing, logistics, healthcare, casinos and corporate campuses.

“There’s a long road to be able to get fluent in something like this,” cautions Stacy Stephens,
Knightscope’s co-founder, executive vice president and chief client officer. “It’s incredibly, incredibly
complex and complicated. The robots require multiple inputs and multiple sensors, and understanding
the autonomous side of the technology is really where this has to come in.”

For example, the robot has to be able to determine where it is within an environment and triangulate
its location using one or more devices that correlate, such as a laser system, sonars or the GPS system,
all incorporated on the robot. They see, hear and feel the surrounding environment in order to
navigate successfully in areas where there is pedestrian or vehicular traffic.

Stephens says that is where the complexity and unfamiliarity comes into play. In addition, it takes a lot
of understanding to know where a robot can be used most effectively on a site.

Detroit-based Robotic Assistance Devices (RAD) says one of the things it is known for is having
complete security in a box, including being cellular-optimized to enable communication more easily.
The company has solutions that are suitable for applications such as property management,
construction and retail. For example, the Wally HSO (Health Screening Option) robot is designed for
facilities that do health screening.

Founder and CEO of RAD, Steve Reinharz, believes integrators are being challenged right now by
robotics technology. Reinharz, a former security integrator himself, says it’s because robotics
technology requires the expertise of a service-based organization. “And as much as in the integration
space we like to believe or perceive or present ourselves as service companies, as integrators, we’re
not. We’re effectively specialty electrical contractors,” he says.

This does not mean that security integrators can’t participate in the robot business, but it will require
an evolution of sorts and an investment. “It’s going to be a deviation from the typical proven method
of how to build a successful integrator, which is execute your contracts efficiently, keep costs low and
move from contract to contract,” Reinharz relates.

The first requirement is having strong support by the executive level of your company. “It starts with
whoever is owning or running the company having an understanding that building this type of
recurring monthly revenue can drive additional integration sales, strengthen relationships with
customers, help solve problems and help insulate against future obsolescence,” he says.

“Security robots are not something that you just add to the line card because they’re ‘cool.’ They
require dedicated salesforce and investment,” Reinharz assesses. That is why he believes robots should
be a separate operating division within a security integrator business.

Advice for Security Integrators
Brawner at Allied Universal concurs. “You have to carefully assess how to apply this technology to deliver
real world solutions. It’s easy to get enamored with the newest and shiniest technology, but that rapturous
ideation is different than actual usage,” he says.

“While there will always be a need for personnel to be involved in strategic decision making, situational
analysis and security response, machines excel at monotonous, computationally heavy and sometimes
hazardous or difficult-to-reach work. Modern robots and drones help bridge the gap between artificial
intelligence and human response,” Brawner says.

Companies can’t overlook developing a successful business model, as well. Brawner says one of the first
challenges at Allied Universal was determining what type of pricing and service model would work best for
its clients. It was clear that selling a robot outright would not be a pathway to success in most instances, he
says. “So, what was developed was a system similar to cable TV where you buy a subscription that comes
with a cable box. The robot is the delivery device for the service that we sell. The customer doesn’t have to
worry about delivery and set up, repairs, routine preventative maintenance, licensing to the user interface,
etc. It’s a package price, and the consumer pays one predictable monthly fee,” he describes.

It is important for security integrators to determine how surveillance drones, airspace security solutions
and security robots can be used to solve problems, while not overlapping with other technologies that are
already doing the job. To gain the knowledge needed for this new realm in security, they should research
the space and partner with experts, particularly those knowledgeable about regulations. An extensive level
of internal support is needed to be successful in the autonomous drone and robot space, starting with your
company’s executive leadership. SDM
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TECHNOLOGY@WORK//
CLOUD SERVICES

Creative Security Adopts a Cloud-First Strategy With ZAG

FOR MORE THAN 20 YEARS, Creative Security has provided security solutions for organizations across
California, ensuring staff and premises stay protected. However, the company also needed to ensure its
internal IT tools and services were helping, not hindering, its core business objectives.

Like many businesses of a similar size, they had set up their IT infrastructure in the building. But having an
on-premise IT environment created challenges.

First, they had to navigate ongoing upfront capital costs whenever they needed new technology. Second,
they faced the significant hassle, workload and expense of monitoring, patching and maintaining all their
physical systems.

“Whenever our servers went down, I was the one
fielding calls and emails at 2 a.m. and trying to get
our IT partners to come and resolve the issue as
quickly as possible,” said Trevor Wall, chief operating
officer at Creative Security. “It was a nightmare
situation and a source of constant distraction.”

As more of the company’s on-premise infrastructure
reached the end of its operational life — faced with
high capital investment to bring it up to date —
Creative Security needed an IT strategy change.

“Maintaining our legacy systems required so much
time, cost and manual effort,” Wall said. “But I knew
we increasingly live in a world where that can all be
handled by somebody else in a cloud-based
environment, which sounded appealing.”
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When Wall started exploring options for migrating servers, files and systems to the cloud, he came across
ZAG Technical Services. Wall was impressed with ZAG’s philosophy that technology was an integral part of
doing business, that IT investments drove ROI and gave companies a competitive advantage, and that the
right solution enabled businesses to grow.

“From the first whistle, ZAG acted like a project manager and [its team members] were able to answer a
bunch of our questions about cloud migration, which gave me faith in their knowledge and expertise,” Wall
said.

Before embarking on broadscale cloud migration, ZAG engaged in discovery and research hours to
establish that cloud migration was an advantageous solution for Creative Security. These discussions
happened over several months as ZAG provided clear reasons for adopting a cloud-first strategy.

Switching from the high capital expenditure of replacing existing hardware in the building to monthly
cloud subscriptions would save Creative Security money and deliver corresponding benefits. These included
increased agility and flexibility for the workforce, more robust security and hours saved by eliminating the
workload of maintaining on-premise IT equipment.

Once Creative Security embraced the strategy, ZAG began managing the organizational shift towards
cloud-first adoption, using Microsoft’s cloud-computing service, Azure.

In addition to helping Creative Security maximize its IT resources by adopting cloud-based solutions, ZAG
also provides hands-on support fighting cybercrime. Even more valuable has been ZAG’s role in providing
technical consultancy. As a result, Creative Security now pitches for contracts they felt under-qualified to
pitch for before because of the more technical knowledge required for success.

Creative Security has earned approximately $1 million in additional revenue by using technology as a
competitive advantage since partnering with ZAG — a feat Wall said would not have been achieved
without them.

“I can think of specific projects that had technical components that were out of our realm of expertise,”
Wall said. “When we consulted with ZAG, they provided novel ideas and opportunities for what was actually
possible, which enabled us to win contracts that were bigger than we had before.”

By transitioning to cloud-based infrastructure, Creative Security has also unlocked significant cost and time
savings, including more than $100,000 in upfront investment by eliminating the need to upgrade servers,
systems and software. Meanwhile, they’ve regained hundreds of hours a year by removing the workload of
ongoing maintenance and oversight.

Creative Security saw even more value from ZAG’s solutions when the COVID-19 pandemic hit.

“When we first considered moving to a cloud-based environment, we trusted ZAG’s judgment that it was
the best solution for future-proofing ourselves, and saving time and money across the business,” Wall said.
“With every application, file and system available instantly via the cloud, colleagues could continue to
provide exceptional service to customers remotely without an issue.”

With ZAG, system uptime is improved, time and cost savings are unlocked, and security and scalability are
maximized. Best of all, Wall has a skilled, technical team on the end of the phone that cares about making
his business successful.

“Before we worked with ZAG, we felt like we couldn’t get out from under the thumb of being a small
business,” Wall said. “With ZAG, we have an entire company that’s dedicated themselves to making us more
productive — and is heavily invested in seeing us succeed.” — By Courtney Wolfe, SDM Managing Editor //

Hanwha Techwin announced that the Star of Hope Mission in Houston
has installed hundreds of Hanwha security cameras and a Wisenet
WAVE VMS to help secure facilities for unhoused men, women and
children. Star of Hope selected a combination of Wisenet S, X and P
series Hanwha Techwin cameras for its video surveillance system. In
part, the decision about which cameras to purchase was based on the
level of detail required for different locations. In particular, Star of
Hope needed higher levels of detail for outside locations and lower
levels for interior spaces.

Star of Hope installed 262 cameras, using 12 MP cameras on the
perimeter, 4 MP cameras in courtyards and 2 MP cameras inside
buildings. P series 12 MP 360-degree fisheye cameras also were
installed in classrooms. Star of Hope’s Women and Family
Development Center has a security command room with a video wall
that features nine 40-inch screens that are actively monitored 24/7.
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Arcules announced that local Nebraska non-profit Together recently
streamlined its security infrastructure through the Arcules unified
cloud platform. The solution allows scalability for Together by being
cost-effective, simple to use and compatible with existing IP cameras
and networks.

“By adopting a cloud-based platform, Together has been able to
significantly reduce security management and maintenance,” said
Together President and CEO Mike Hornacek. “Software upgrades are
automatic, and continuous monitoring and proactive support alerts
our team to potential issues before they become problems. As a non-
profit, we are often spread thin, and Arcules’ cloud-based
infrastructure has made us more effective in ensuring the safety of our
facilities and participants.”

IMAGE COURTESY OF ARCULES

Contra Costa County in California has opened a new Emergency
Operations Center (EOC) featuring a state-of-the-art situation room
equipped with the latest real-time visualization technology. The
solution chosen was a combination of RGB Spectrum’s Galileo display
processor coupled with its Zio AV-over-IP platform. Contra Costa
County selected the RGB Spectrum solutions for their 24/7 reliability,
support for diverse signal sources, ability to disseminate information
to local and remote locations simultaneously and exceptional 4K
image quality. Rosendin Electric, an experienced audio-visual design-
build integrator based in San Jose, Calif., was commissioned to design
and deploy the center’s visualization system.

“It is extremely important for EOC personnel to be able to investigate
an incident and make decisions on deploying resources,” said Rick
Kovar, emergency services manager for the Contra Costa County
Sherriff’s Office. “One of the things we learned from previous
disasters is that we need to maximize situational awareness. The video
wall is key for achieving this. In a wildfire situation, for example, we
have access to fire cameras across the county. We have GIS maps that
display hotspots. There’s data available from a variety of sources. RGB
Spectrum’s systems allow for their efficient transmission and display
to all decision makers. This improves the common operating picture
throughout the facility.”

IMAGE COURTESY OF RGB SPECTRUM
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5 MINUTETECH
QUIZ//

INSTALLATIONS

Test Your Knowledge on Grounding & Bonding

1. The requirements for grounding and bonding can be found in
________________.

a. The National Grounding and Bonding Standard

b. The National Electrical Code

c. The National Fire Alarm and Signaling Code

d. UL 457

NEXT

Roy Pollack, CPP,
SET, holds Level IV
certification in the
field of fire alarms
from NICET. 
He is currently a
director of training
and compliance
for
Comcast/Xfinity
Home and may be
reached at 
sdmtechtips@bnpm

edia.com.
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MANAGED SERVICES

Alarm Lock Debuts RMR-Generating Access Control System

Alarm Lock, a division of NAPCO Security Technologies, introduced AirAccess, a new access control system
as a service (ACaaS) designed to help locksmiths, security dealers and integrators build business and RMR-
generating accounts faster than ever, purposefully sized for small- and medium-sized businesses. According
to the company, AirAccess is the first cellular-based access control system that makes the system
connections for its installer quick and easy via cellular communications networks, outside of the customers’
network, firewall or overburdened IT department. It’s also easy to bid and budget for, as the monthly
service has one flat per system rate. And, since it’s a hosted service, the client doesn’t have to worry about
a big upfront expense.

“We’re super excited to debut AirAccess to
integrators, dealers and locksmiths because it really is
a best of NAPCO Security Technologies system,
literally,” said Judith Jones-Shand, vice president of
marketing at NAPCO. “It powerfully combines some
of the market’s best-selling brands in a new, easy-to-
install, business- and RMR-building access control
system as a service. AirAccess uses Napco StarLink’s
super easy cellular communications technology to
make networking a breeze, entirely outside of the
customers’ IT department. Alarm Lock’s wireless
networked locks, with hundreds of architectural trim
options from Marks or NetworxPanel, and a really
simple cloud-based version of Continental’s Access
Software, with a five-step easy setup Wizard, are
right-sized for the large volume of  small- and
medium-sized businesses out there looking for
security.
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“Even more attractive for integrators looking to add accounts and RMR quickly — it’s a hosted ACaaS with
one flat monthly rate for the system — not per door, like others do. [It is] easy to bid, easy for accounts to
budget and afford. … Launched at the recent ISC West, it’s available now at a distributor near you.”

While a new ACaaS solution, its foundation is on the tried and true StarLink cellular communications and
Alarm Lock Trilogy wireless networked locks or panel, with standard Wiegand readers. Fully scalable,
AirAccess offers accounts a user-friendly mobile app with built-in credentials and control, plus SMS
notifications, on-demand reports and real-time emergency monitoring. For security pros, it combines
cellular-based installation and operation, plug-and-play setup and software and a five step wizard — all
virtually wireless from the cloud to the doors. Plus, it offers twice the RMR potential, providing hosted
access control and real-time security monitoring.

The AirAccess, as well as free, customizable marketing materials, are also available at 1.800.ALA.LOCK.
Check out a free sales intro class too at www.alarmlock.com/seminars. — By Courtney Wolfe, SDM
Managing Editor //

DMP Announces Integration With Hanwha WAVE

Hanwha WAVE has become the newest software integration with DMP’s Virtual Keypad app. DMP is
partnering with Hanwha to give customers another powerful and dependable cloud-to-cloud video solution.

This integration allows dealers to log into a Hanwha WAVE
account within the Virtual Keypad app. When the DMP panel
goes into alarm, users will be able to view all of their connected
Hanwha video devices and manage their security systems.IMAGE COURTESY OF HANWHA

“We’re very pleased and excited about this partnership,” said Mark Hillenburg, vice president of marketing
for DMP. “With the Hanwha integration, dealers now have the ability to offer a comprehensive security and
video solution using Hanwha’s cloud-based services, and they get the security of storing the video offsite.”

This integration delivers an easy-to-use IP video management software solution with onboard analytics.
Hanwha WAVE is a powerful software solution, opening up more new installation opportunities for dealers,
particularly for large commercial video installations.

To enable the new integration, dealers will just need to select Hanwha from the list of video options in
DMP’s administrative portal. Virtual Keypad app updates are available for download, free of charge, from
the Google Play store and the App Store.

For more information about DMP’s video solutions, visit www.DMP.com. //

MxV Consulting Launches Momentum Security Training

MxV Consulting LLC is launching Momentum Security Training, an online, context-based education platform
serving the physical security industry.

Momentum Security Training aims to provide a solution to technician shortages and lack of training options
in the physical security industry, and disrupt the status quo by providing context-based education that
empowers its students to deliver high quality solutions.

Legacy training is often either manufacturer taught
or peer taught, each of which has limitations,
according to MxV. Rather than teach someone how
to do something, Momentum Security Training
empowers students to learn why the technology
works. So no matter the situation or product, there is
a deeper understanding of the technology and the
theory behind it.IMAGE COURTESY OF MXV CONSULTING

With classes like Introduction to the Security Industry, Momentum Security Training is targeting new
employees in manufacturing, investors and end users. Basic and fundamental courses are targeted at
security dealers and integrators who want the competitive advantage of fully educated technicians to
bring jobs in on time and on budget. These courses cover best practices and safety, and dive deep into the
fundamentals of physical security. New courses are constantly rolling out to cover topics such as video
surveillance, installation, selling security and intermediate and advanced technical topics.

Momentum Security Training is manufacturer-agnostic, which allows for a wide variety of products and
solutions to be taught while maintaining the integrity of its courses. Courses are packed with value-added
knowledge from instructors with decades of firsthand experience in the field. Students are challenged
after courses with assessments before a certificate can be received.

Learn more at www.momentumsecuritytraining.com. //

Edwards & Airthings Enter Agreement for Air Quality Monitors

Airthings, a global provider of indoor air quality solutions and energy saving technology, announced a
strategic agreement with Edwards, a provider of fire detection and alarm solutions, and a part of Carrier
Global Corporation. The agreement commercializes Airthings’ business solution through more than 500
Edwards channel partners in the fire and security segment. Extending the distribution of Airthings
technology represents progress toward making air quality monitoring a critical component of commercial
buildings and as ubiquitous as the everyday smoke detector.

“Edwards and Airthings share a mutual commitment
to improving indoor environments,” said Angie
Gomez, president of Edwards. “Expanding our
comprehensive fire and life safety offering to include
indoor air quality monitoring will further enable our
customers to create safer, healthier indoor
environments.”

As part of the strategic agreement, Edwards will
commercialize the Airthings for Business solution
through its channel partners in the United States and
Canada. The Airthings for Business solution lets
customers monitor, visualize and control indoor air
quality to ensure a safer and healthier environment,
while saving on energy costs. Set up in a matter of
minutes, the wireless monitors run on long-lasting
batteries, making the solution easily scalable and
customizable to any new or existing space.

IMAGE COURTESY OF EDWARDS

In addition, Airthings sensors provide air quality data to Abound, Carrier’s new open-technology platform
designed to make building environments more intelligent, efficient and responsive. Abound aggregates
data from different systems and sensors and provides building owners, operators and occupants
transparency into relevant and contextual insights about air quality, thermal comfort and other
performance data. Airthings’ sensors will provide indoor air quality data and insights to the Abound
platform via the Airthings API.

“Airthings is on a mission to empower the world to breathe better through simple, affordable and accurate
technology solutions,” said Oyvind Birkenes, CEO of Airthings. “Together with Edwards and Carrier, we can
build on our pursuit of making air quality sensors an essential element of every building and home —
helping even more people take control of their air quality and protect their health. Entering a strategic
agreement with a brand like Carrier is a massive step that will accelerate the evolution of air quality
monitoring into an indispensable aspect of any HVAC system or building safety solution.”

For more information visit www.carrier.com. //

Camden Door Controls, a provider of door activation and locking
products, has published a new application spec guide for
specification writers designing a wireless, barrier-free restroom
control system. This application utilizes standard push plate ‘push to
open’ switches and a mushroom ‘push to lock’ switch, with CM-TX9
battery powered wireless transmitters, and CM-RX-91 and CM-RX92
receivers.

‘Occupied’ and ‘locked’ annunciation is provided by hard-wired
(narrow) LED annunciators that are mounted on the door frame,
inside and outside of the restroom. This application sheet is posted
as a resource on Camden's restroom control product page.

Learn more at www.camdencontrols.com.

IMAGE COURTESY OF CAMDEN

Hikvision’s HikCentral Professional platform provides a centralized
software solution to remotely view and manage all facets of an
organization’s integrated physical security systems. The platform
delivers vast integration and management capabilities for video
surveillance, access control, video intercom and various specialty
solutions such as under vehicle surveillance, along with a host of
embedded intelligent analytics and system analysis tools.

Advanced VMS features include visual tracking of individuals across
the surveillance network, adaptive video display windows to
customize administrators’ camera views and map management of
system devices with click to view capability and visual alarm
identification. In addition, the platform is embedded with advanced
analytics including motion analysis, line crossing detection, intrusion
detection, people counting, queue analysis, heat analysis, personal
article feature detection, temperature analysis and vehicle analysis.
HikCentral Professional also includes several playback features to
help quickly locate video footage of interest with the ability to easily
export video clips in multiple standardized video format files such as
MPEG4 to easily share for investigations and to use as evidence.

Learn more at us.hikvision.com.

IMAGE COURTESY OF HIKVISION

The Security & Safety Things’ (S&ST) Application Store now features
100 ready-to-use apps that offer video analytic solutions for retail,
manufacturing and logistics, commercial office space, parking and
stadium environments, with more apps constantly being added.
These apps are designed to run on smart cameras using the S&ST
open camera operating system and the S&ST open IoT platform,
which enable cameras to simultaneously run a variety of applications
that perform different functions. The camera OS is based on the
developer-friendly Android Open Source Project (AOSP).

These AI-enabled applications can be used to increase point-of-sale
conversions in retail sectors through the use of heat mapping to
discern popular items and store times. In stadiums and large events,
apps are being used to reduce wait times in ticketing lines and
providing contactless parking. In manufacturing and logistics, apps
can be used to ensure employees are wearing proper safety vests,
hats and reflection vests. In commercial buildings, they can reduce
energy usage by monitoring heating and cooling systems.

Check it out at www.store.securityandsafetythings.com/shop/.

IMAGE COURTESY OF SECURITY &
SAFETY THINGS

Vector Flow Inc., a provider of AI and data-driven physical security
solutions, announced that their Security Operations Center (SOC)
Automation Suite is proven to reduce false and nuisance alarms by
more than 80 percent in real world applications. This reduction in
false alarms not only dramatically improves SOC efficiency and
productivity, it lets SOC operators focus on real alarms and provide
improved services.

Vector Flow’s Data-Driven Physical Security Platform is built on a
foundation of advanced AI algorithms capable of processing and
analyzing vast amounts of data from otherwise disparate security
systems and applying automation playbooks to reduce cost and risk.

Learn more at www.vector�ow.com.

IMAGE COURTESY OF VECTOR FLOW
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Security NETWORKINGS//

CAMERA INSTALLATIONS

Wi-Fi Woes: A Modern Technology Tale

RECENTLY, MY 94-YEAR-OLD MOTHER was living in an assisted living facility, and
she didn’t like it — at all.  After repeated discussions we decided to move my mom
back to her home, which is what she wanted.

When I had moved her into assisted living, I had disconnected her cable and
internet as the cost was around $150 per month, and she wouldn’t be at home to
use these services. I had also had her landline phone number forwarded to the
assisted living location so that any calls for her would ring in her room, where she
might or might not answer, depending on her mood.

Upon deciding to return her to her home, I had to re-establish my mother’s
telephone, cable TV and internet. Before I had moved her out of her house, I had
installed two Wi-Fi IP cameras so that I could look at her remotely to make sure she
was okay. Now that she was back at home, my brother and sister who live out of
state were bugging me to get the cameras working again so that they could check
in on Mom.

Dave Engebretson
is president of
Slayton Solutions
Ltd, and provides
fiber optic and
networking
training for our
industry. Check out
Dave’s services at
www.�beropticsinst

itute.com.

First, I tackled the phone line. After repeated conversations with my mother’s
telecom carrier I determined that a) they couldn’t or wouldn’t switch her phone
number back to her house and b) the carrier didn’t care about residential wired
landlines anymore — everything is about internet connectivity and VOIP phones.

When I initially changed the phone service to my mom’s room at the assisted living,
I had my alarm company (Arlington Security — hi Jim!) put in a wireless alarm
transmitter so that any alarm conditions would be delivered to the central station,
including from her medical emergency buttons.

Since I couldn’t seem to get the telco carrier to bring her phone number back to
her house, I gave up on them. From the internet I found a relatively inexpensive and
simple cell phone and ordered it for my mother’s use. She received a brand new
phone number, and I had to call/text all the relatives to let them know her new
number. I also had to train my mother repeatedly on using the cell phone; she
doesn’t understand that it’s a radio, not a landline phone, and she has to press
“send” to make a phone call happen. She also doesn’t like the apparently constant
echo on her end when she’s talking to people, and she always asks me to do
something about it. My pleas that I can’t control cell phone carriers and how they
work don’t have an effect on her opinions.

After working around the landline/cell phone issue, I took on the
process of programming the existing internet router to open the
ports so that the cameras could be accessed. I had everything
programmed and ready to go when the cable provider’s service
person arrived at my mom’s house to fire up the cable and internet.
The service person said that the existing router was obsolete, and
needed to be replaced with their brand-new XYZ Wi-Fi router. He
plugged it in, tested the TV and basic internet connectivity and was
out the door before I could ask him about how to “port forward”
specific ports on the router so that the cameras could be accessed
remotely.

I was on my own now, and for three hours I tried and tried to get the
port forwarding programmed and failed. The internet routers I had
dealt with previously could be programmed locally from a laptop as
long as I had connected the Wi-Fi and hit the router’s local IP
address, and all of the default settings for the router were printed on
a label on the router itself. This router had the same information, but
when I accessed the router, I couldn’t get into the programming.

Now I had to spend the better part of an hour waiting on hold for
tech support for the router, only to spend even more time as the
uninformed tech support person couldn’t really understand my
problems with their router. The one piece of information I got was
that I had to establish an online account for the router, and could only
change the programming by accessing the online account, which
then would provide access for me.

‘If planning to use IP

cameras that

require port

forwarding, dealers

should con�rm the

make and model of

the customer’s Wi-

Fi internet router,

[and] that the basic

router access info is

printed on the

router itself.’

I set up the account, got to the router and searched in vain for the “port
forwarding” settings. In some devices, port manipulations fall under the name
“virtual server” or some other designation.

I looked and looked and could not find the port forwarding settings. So, I gave up.
This was humiliating as I have programmed scores of routers and hundreds of IP
cameras to be accessed over the internet, but I was defeated by my mom’s internet
service carrier and their convoluted router programming method. Obviously they
don’t want the customer to program the router, so they have made it so difficult
that the average person can’t do it.

I moved Mom home and told my siblings that there was no camera access. After a
couple of weeks, I looked into the Nest cameras from Google, like the one I have in
my own house. I put ours in more than five years ago, it works just fine, and as I
remember, getting it onto the internet was very simple. So, I bought one of these
cameras, took it to Mom’s house, and had it on the internet and my cell phone in
ten minutes. The difference with the Nest cameras is that they are pre-programmed
to hit their server on the internet and transmit the video signals to the cloud, which
can be accessed by authorized users from any IP/internet device. Honeywell’s Total
Connect cameras function in a similar manner.

One thing I really like about the Nest camera system is that it stores motion that is
detected in the camera’s field of view as single images. With this feature I can
quickly confirm that my mom has indeed gotten out of bed and gone to her
primary sitting chair without having to wade through recordings to find out if she
has been moving around the house.

What did I learn from all of this that applies to our industry? First, if planning to
use IP cameras that require port forwarding, dealers should confirm the make and
model of the customer’s Wi-Fi internet router, along with verification that the basic
router access info is printed on the router itself.

The other thing that I see as a potential sale closer is for dealers to provide the
Nest cameras to their customers as a sweetener for a complete security system.
Because they are so easy to install, dealers can add them to a system without more
than half an hour of additional labor time.

Things are going okay with Mom; however, the Cubs traded Javi Baez and she is
not happy. How do you trade a guy that steals home plate? //
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PRODUCTS & SERVICES//
// EDITOR'S CHOICE

Maxxess Solution Meets Post-Pandemic
Priorities
Maxxess has released an update to its eVisitor visitor
management solution to support more flexible
workplace operations post-pandemic. The release
includes options for mobile access control using
smartphones, with authorized visitors and site users
now able to pass through secure entrances using a
choice of more convenient and hygienic contactless
and touchless methods, including secure GDPR-
compliant biometrics. Touchless kiosks allow reception
staffing levels to be reduced in settings from
hospitality to corporate offices, and provide faster,
more convenient check-in and entry for guests. For
organizations switching old access cards or fobs for
smartphones, eVisitor now allows access to be granted
when users place their phones in front of a reader like
a standard card.

Maxxess // www.maxxess-systems.com

STI Button Deters False Alarms

GSX
BOOTH
# 1315,
#666

Bosch Cameras Tackle Mission
Critical Applications

Matrix Door Controller Is
Touchless

Videoloft Solution Cuts Costs

GSX
BOOTH
# 1641

Hanwha Techwin AI Cameras Are
Cost-Effective

GSX
BOOTH

# 550

RemoteLock Platform Controls
Access Offline

Resideo Communicator Connects
Panels to Stations

GSX
BOOTH
# 1144

Viking Amplifier Adds Power to
Paging Systems

dormakaba Website Helps
Transition to Touchless Access

Hikvision Camera Captures Full
Color Darkness

Cloudvue Cameras Receive
Updates

VMP Enclosure Gets Equipment
Off Floors

ProdataKey Software Makes
Management Mobile

SECO-LARM Push-To-Open Bar Is
Illuminated
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Looking to Sell?

*FEATURED*

BUSINESS SERVICES Click Boxes Below to Learn More

CAREERS AND ONLINE CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

It Pays to Advertise!
A cost effective way to recruit new employees, market your services and promote your training and

education programs.

Contact Jackie at 215-939-8967 or beanj@bnpmedia.com for rates and information
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DIGITAL SHUFFLE// BY AMANDA REED,

SDM Staff Editor

WWW.NAPCOSECURITY.COM

NAPCO Security Introduces New Commercial
App for Dealers
NAPCO Security Technologies introduced its new Gemini
Commercial Mobile App for its GEMP1632, GEMP1664,
GEMP3200, GEMP9600 and GEMX255 Hybrid Control
Panel series. The portrait-style Gemini Commercial App
provides smart multi-tier controls for business accounts of
all sizes, on all NAPCO Gemini security and integrated
access control systems. It’s customizable so dealers can
easily upload their own logo, contact and instructional info
to make it an app of their own. Download it on the App Store.

WWW.BOONEDAM.COM

Boon Edam Now Available on BSD SpecLink
Boon Edam announced that its most in-demand entrance
products are now available on SpecLink, an online
specification platform to help architects, engineers,
specifiers, building owners and designers simplify and
improve their approach to creating and collaborating on
building project specifications. SpecLink is a cloud-based
tool created by Building Systems Design Inc. that
streamlines workflow, improves collaboration and increases
productivity by bringing stakeholders in the building
design process together through a common specification
document. The process of creating a building specification
is simplified by presenting a comprehensive, generic
specification template that allows users to specify by
simply “turning on” content to be included in the
specification and selecting the manufacturer’s products
and options. Visit Boon Edam’s website for more information.

WWW.ADT.COM

ADT Adds SOS Features to SoSecure App
ADT’s personal safety app, SoSecure, now includes new
SOS features to give users more discreet ways to summon
help. Voice Activation with Secret Phrase allows users to
set up personalized phrases, then use their voice to
activate SOS. SoSecure will recognize your secret phrase
(even while your phone is locked) and alert ADT that help
is needed. This feature is beneficial when users need to
discreetly request emergency assistance without anyone
around them knowing, or when they need to send alerts
hands free. The video monitoring feature allows a user to
start a video call with an ADT agent the moment they feel
unsafe. The user can livestream the video to the agent,
filming themselves or their surroundings. The agent can
see the user’s live stream video and take action based on
what is being shown and help to provide situational crime
deterrence. For more information on the personal safety
app, visit ADT’s website.

WWW.HIDGLOBAL.COM

HID Global Releases Whitepaper on
Protecting Biometric Information
HID Global’s latest whitepaper, “Protecting Against
Criminal Use of Stolen Biometric Data,” discusses
numerous tactics and best practices that should be
considered in order to protect individuals and
organizations from the fraudulent use of true identities.
Stolen data could be used by the perpetrators to hijack a
user’s identity and gain fraudulent access to restricted
areas, bank accounts, healthcare records — wherever
biometric authentication is securing valuable assets. What
can be done to render biometric data useless to any
would-be impostor? Read the whitepaper on HID Global’s website.

“Engage: A Genetec Podcast” explores trends and technology in the security industry. In episode seven
of “Engage,” hosts Kelly Lawetz and David Chauvin chat with Dr. Cynthia Rudin, a mathematics
professor at Duke University whose work with several major U.S. police departments has helped define
best practices in interpretable machine learning, and Giovanni Gaccione, director for strategic
planning and portfolio management at Genetec, about the adoption of interpretable models by law
enforcement to discover new patterns and solve crimes. Listen to the podcast episode on Genetec’s website.

Click to reveal website
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Buyers Guide Premium Listings

Buyers Guide Premium Sponsorships

Below are the premium listings from our directory. For the complete list of
companies and products, go to www.sdmmag.com/buyersguide
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